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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
,
I
I
As the Planning Board of South Hadley, Massachusetts, continues td update their Master Plan, a
study of the Alvord Street corridor is an essential component. The number of residential
subdivisions in this area has increased dramatically over the past few years, and the site is thus
under intense development pressure. The Planning Board has recognized the need for action but is
not prepared to implement any planning strategies without the establishment of a planning
framework. To create this framework, the Center for Economic Development of the University of
Massachusetts' Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning was employed to
analyze the Alvord Street Corridor, to assess the impacts of current and proposed developments in
the area, to establish foundations for the retention of existing farmlarid, and to provide overall
recorrunendations for the Corridor.
The Alvord Street Corridor analysis considers past and present Corridor conditions. Three major
points were outlined as directly influencing the character of the Corridor, and they are addressed by
the fmal recommendations. These points are:
1) A surge in subdivision developments will have impacts on schools,
traffic, and the water and sewer capacities;
2) Open space and agricultural land is disappearing due to increased
residential development; and
3) Working farms are being forced to stop operation due to poor
economic conditions and stringent regulations.
Issues that were analyzed include housing, economic development and fiscal impact, traffic,
schools and the retention of agricultural lands. A review of the Conidor zoning regulations and
subdivision developments immediately shows that the agricultural land is disappearing. It is
additionally recognizable that the Corridor has not reached full buildout capacity. According to
current zoning regulations, it is estimated that there are 285 agricultural acres which may still be
developed as residential. This acreage exists mainly in the central portion of the study area, and is
currently split by the 80 parcel Stonegate subdivision, while being bound to the north by the
Spring Meadow development and to the south by the Industrial Garden parcel.
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In order to establish the level of impacts that will be generated by development along the Alvord
Street Corridor, three scenarios were considered. These scenarios consisted of currently approved
development only, development potential when retaining the farms, and development potential
when assuming a full buildout or sale of all farmland. School, traffic, fiscal and water and sewer
capacity analyses were conducted for each of the above scenarios.
Problems found along the Alvord Street Corridor are, a weakening of the traditional agricultural
lands, a diminishing amount of open space within the community, and a low level of safety along
the Corridor due to the lack of sidewalks. The goals recommended tp address these issues are
established to limit the amount of residential subdivisions in the area, maintain safety on the
Corridor and retain the existing agricultural character of the community. To achieve these goals, a
variety of tools are recommended. These include the changing of zoning regulations, instituting
the construction of sidewalks for pedestrian safety and the purchasing of development rights to
retain the agricultural character.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
The Town of South Hadley, Massachusetts is currently updating its Master Plan by looking at
areas of critical concern. The first step of a Master Plan provision was taken in the Fall of 1991,
with a review of the Route 116 Corridor. For the second step and continued analysis of
development in South Hadley, the Center of Economic Development at the University of
Massachusetts has been employed to provide a detailed study and analysis of the Alvord Street
residential corridor which lies in the northeastern section of the community.
Bordered on the west by the Connecticut River, this area has been primarily maintained as
agricultural land. In the past eight years, however, there has been a significant increase in the
number of residential subdivisions being constructed. In the late 1970's, the Connecticut River
sewer line intercepterwas installed, just inside the Connecticut River boundary, and it is
considered to be the primary cause of residential buildout in the area. The most recent
.~ developments consist of four relatively large subdivisions which are located in the southern,
eastern, northern and middle sections of the study area. These subdivisions have reduced the
amount of open agricultural land and have also directly affected the three working farms in the
.area. There are currently two dairy farms and one beef farm within the Alvord Street Corridor,
and each is bordered by a residential subdivision. (See Figure 2.1: Map of Study Area).
Although the emphasis of this report is to be placed upon the impacts of the new neighborhoods
on the Town, this report will also focus on projected means for retaining the farmland. This
report will look at the impacts which may arise out of the level of pre-approved housing
developments that are occurring in the Alvord Street vicinity. The impacts on schools and
infrastructure will be addressed at the town level, with the issue of traffic being addressed along
the corridor. The study includes an overview of existing zoning regulations based on the types of
developments that are occurring. The long term affects that these developments may have on the
community are also described. Recommendations are made on possible ways that the farms
could supplement income, with the inclusion of suggestions of possible zoning changes which
would allow these revenue-generating activities.
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SECTION 2. THE ALVORD STREET CORRIDOR
2.1 BOUNDARY DELINEATION
The Alvord Street Corridor study encompasses the 1.6 mile length of Alvord Street, from the
intersection of Brainerd Road and Lathrop Street, to the corner of Ferry Street near Brunelle's
Marina (See Figure 2.1: Map of Study Area). Enclosed in the study area are parcels which lie to
the east and west of Alvord Street, and are bounded by the Connecticut River to the west and an
existing utility easement and Stony Brook to the east. Also included in the study area are all
parcels along Riverlodge Road and selected sites that surround the Pine and Alvord Street
intersection. There are approximately 300 parcels within this 1223.80 acre study area.
The designation of the stated Corridor boundaries arose from the locations of major residential
developments. Adjoining the Industrial Garden area near the southern boundary of the study area
is the Cedar Ridge subdivision. This development is currently under construction and is
proposed to contain 25 units. On the eastern side of Alvord Street, just north of the Pine Street
intersection, is the Alvord Place Community. This unique development is proposed to contain
165 detached condominium units. On the northern edge of the study area there is yet another
recent development of single-family detached housing. This development, known as Spring
Meadow, contains 21 parcels. All three developments are approximately 50% completed.
The remaining two developments in the area round out the variety of neighborhoods which exist
along the Alvord Street Corridor. At the end of Riverlodge Road, near the Connecticut River,
there exists the Riverboat Apartment complex. This development contains 170 units within 13
separate structures. Amenities are provided in this complex in the form of a tennis court, a
playground area and a swimming pool. On the other end of the housing spectrum is the recently
begun Stone gate subdivision. Located directly between two large agricultural parcels, near the
center of the study area, this parcel extends from Alvord Street to near the Connecticut River.
This 93-acre parcel has been subdivided into 80 individual lots, yet it is estimated that only 55 to
60 are buildable, due to current wetland regulations. This subdivision has been taken over by the
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Town due to financial difficulties incurred by the developer. The roadway and other
infrastructure are expected to be completed during the Summer of 1992, at which time the lots
would then be available for sale and further development.
2.2 CORRIDOR PROFILE
2.2.1 CHARACTER
The landscape along Alvord Street is rural in character. The Corridor contains three working
farms (two dairy, one beef), as well as one parcel on which a horse stable is operated. A majority
of the residential parcels are located on similar open agricultural land and have a rolling, pasture-
like character. Housing in the area is primarily single-family detached with most property
owners having an approximate 20 foot set-back from the roadway. The Industrial Garden area is
mostly open land and currently contains 2 two-story brick office structures. In addition, a good
portion (approximately 160 acres) of the established buildable area is estimated to be
conservation wetlands, and with this designation, construction in such areas is limited (See
Figure 2.2--Estimated Wetland Coverage).
From within the study area there are scenic views to Mount Tom ski area (west), the Holyoke
Range (north) and the spires of Mount Holyoke College, which is located along Route 116 in
South Hadley. There is also a marina at the north end of the study area, and is the only location
where along the Alvord Street Corridor public access to the Connecticut River can be obtained ..
2.2.2 OWNERSHIP PATTERN
It is estimated that there are more than 130 different owners of land within the Alvord Street
study area. Most of the residential parcels in the area are owned by South Hadley residents.
There is a 264.51 acre parcel near the southern boundary of the study area that is zoned as an
Industrial Garden and is currently owned by GTI (formerly James River Graphics, Incorporated).
Along the Connecticut River there are three parcels consisting of slightly more than 31 acres,
which are owned by the Town of South Hadley. The Town is also currently overseeing
completion of the 80 parcel Stonegate subdivision (agriculturally zoned) and owns the small lot
adjacent to the Industrial Garden, in which an elevated water tower is located.
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There are two commercial properties within the Corridor. There is a 3.85 acre parcel at the north
edge of the study area that is managed as a marina and restaurant facility. There is also an ice
cream/vegetable market operated on the large agricultural property of Donald McCray, although
only the building, not the land, is designated as commercial property (as permitted by
Massachusetts General Law). The remaining acreage of the study area is primarily private
residential or agricultural. Alvord Place Community is designated as Residential A-I by current
zoning regulations, while the Cedar Ridge and Spring Meadow subdivisions are zoned as
agricultural parcels (see Figure 2.3--Current Zoning).
A breakdown of the zoning types which occur along Alvord Street, designates agriculturally
zoned land as making up the largest percentage. Under the current regulations, there are nearly
850 acres of agricultural land in the study area. This accounts for nearly 70% of the total
acreage. The Industrial Garden parcel takes up the second largest amount at 265 acres, or about
21%. The remainder of the study area consists of just over 9% of the area being zoned as
Residential A-I and the final.31 % being the commercial property of Brunelle's Marina
(See Table 2.I--Percentages of Land Use).
TABLE 2.1
PERCENT AGES OF LAND USE
21.44%
IIAGRICULTURE
o RESIDENTIAL
• COMMERCIAL
II INDUSTRIAL
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2.2.3 INFRASTRUCTURE
All parcels within the Alvord Street Corridor study area are served by Town water and sewage
lines and are regulated under Fire District No.1 regulations. The parcels along Alvord and Pine
Streets are served by a 12" water main. Parcels along the Connecticut River boundary and
Riverlodge Road are served by an 8" water main, as are the Industrial Garden and the portion of
Alvord Street which exists between the Brainerd and Lathrop Street intersections. The section of
Lathrop Street from the Brainerd Street intersection to the junction with Alvord Street is serviced
by a 12" water main.
All remaining areas are serviced by 8" water mains, with a 16" water connector linking the water
tower with Alvord Street. The capacity of this elevated tank is 1,500,000 gallons of water. The
Alvord Street water main changes from 12 to 8 inches, at the comer near Brunelle's Marina, as
the pipe crosses into Fire District No.2.
Installed along the Connecticut River side of the study area around 1976, the Connecticut River
sewer line intercepter, is 30 inches in size, and the residences along Alvord Street are serviced by
the 24 inch Stony Brook Intercepter. The capacity of the treatment plant facility located in South
Hadley which services the Alvord Street area is 4.2 million gallons per day. The current amount
. of sewage being treated by the facility is 3.4 million gallons, yet there are existing plans for the
expansion to a capacity of 5.1 million gallons per day. A more detailed analysis of the sewer
impacts, which may be caused by development along Alvord Street, will be discussed in
Section 3.
2.2.4 DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
Presently there exist 3 distinct areas with the potential for future residential development (See
Figure 2.4--Development Potential). The total buildable size of these parcels is 285 acres, or
approximately 12 million square feet. By assuming an average size residential lot of 40,000
square feet (which includes associated land development and is slightly larger than the standard
established in the current zoning regulations), there then exists a potential for 308 new residential
units within the Alvord Street Corridor. This figure acknowledges current wetland restrictions
and will be addressed in greater detail in the individual development scenarios of Section 3.
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The development potential attributed to the Corridor must also be recognized to include the
Industrial Garden. This 264 acre parcel currently contains only two adjoined two-story
industrial/office facilities, but according to the zoning regulations, has the potential for increased
buildout. The minimum lot size within the Industrial Garden is established at 75,000 square feet,
and after the subtraction of an estimated 40% wetland coverage, the addition of 77 new lots
within the Industrial Garden parcel is then possible.
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SECTION 3. CURRENT AND POTENTIALDEVELOPMENT
3.1 OVERVIEW OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDOUT
3.1.1 CURRENT DEVELOPMENT
The Alvord Street study area is currently feeling the effects of the 1980's boom in residential
development due to the impacts from subdivisions that were designed and approved in the late
80's and are now in the midst of construction. The cause for most of this development was the
installation of a new sewer line interceptor along the west edge of the corridor. A total of four
new developments are currently in the works along the Alvord Street corridor. Three of these
developments are typical residential subdivisions, and one is a condominium development of
smaller detached housing units.
Two of the subdivisions are approximately 50% occupied with dwellings. The first subdivision,
known as Spring Meadow, contains 20 parcels, while the second (Cedar Ridge) is subdivided to
contain 25 parcels. The third subdivision is currently unoccupied, but does contain
infrastructure. This development is known as Stonegate and has been laid out in 80 parcels of
similar size and character. The fourth development is Alvord Place Community. It is comprised
of 165 detached condominium houses. Alvord Place is approximately 50% completed at the
present time. The total number of new residences (built or proposed) from these four
developments is thus established at 290 dwelling units. (see Appendix A- Buildout)
3.1.2 COMPLETE BUILDOUT
A complete buildout of the Alvord Street area will encompass current development plus the
development of all buildable open land (excluding wetland areas). Three contiguous areas have
been delineated for potential development (See Figure. 2.4) with a total buildable area of
approximately 285 acres (See Table 3.1); (See Appendix A- Buildout).
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TABLE 3.1
ESTIMATED BUILDABLE AREA
(after subtraction of acreage restricted by wetland conditions)
AREA*
1
2
3
BUILDABLE LAND
169 acres
91 acres
25 acres
TOT AL BUILDABLE
* See Figure 2.4 Development Potential
285 ACRES
Using the average size of recently created lots for this area of .92 acres (40,0000 s.f.), a total of
308 new residences could potentially be added within the study area. Combining this with the
current development, the complete buildout of residential housing along the corridor would then
be 598 new dwelling units.
3.1.3 MODIFIED BUILDOUT
One of the objectives of this report is to make suggestions for the means of retaining operational
agricultural land along the Alvord Street corridor. Therefore, the study team also performed a
buildout analysis excluding this farmland from the tally of potential buildable land. This buildout
includes all buildable land in Area 3 and part of Area 2 (See Figure 2.4), combined with the
current development. It was determined that there are approximately 36 acres of buildable land
in these two areas. Using the same average size lot as stated above this area yields a potential of
39 new residences. Combined with current development, a total of 329 new dwelling units is
established. (See Appendix A- Buildout). See Table 3.2 for total number of new units for each
buildout scenario.
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TABLE.Ja.2
TOTAL NEW UNITS
FOR EACH BUILDOUT SCENARIO
SCENARIO NUMBER OF NEW UNITS
Current Development 290
Complete Buildout 598
Modified Buildout 329
3.2 IMPACTS OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDOUT
3.2.1 FISCAL
The fiscal impacts determined in this report are based on tax revenue compared to school and
service costs of the new development. This analysis is of a general type and can be useful as part
of the decision-making process for approval of development proposals. When using this type of
analysis. one should be aware of the possible degree of variability in some of the projection.
Therefore all assumptions made are stated in the analysis. so that the planner using the
information in the future can determine how the assumptions should be updated.
A fiscal analysis was done on all three of the scenarios: current development. complete buildout
and modified buildout (see Appendix A- Fiscal Analysis). The tax revenue is based upon
average property values from the four new developments. Expenditures were divided into two
categories: school costs and service costs (or non-school costs).
The most difficult value to determine in this fiscal analysis is the school costs due to the new
development. The number of new students per household can exist in ranges between a low
value of .36 (current number of students in South Hadley's schools divided by existing dwelling
units) to a high value of 1.3 (Listokin & Burchell Multipliers -- school-aged children per 3
bedroom house in Massachusetts. in 1980). Typical values used in past impact assessments have
been in the high end of this range. This would tend to lead to a fiscal loss in revenue for
residential development in South Hadley and a subsequent tax increase in order to account for
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this loss. In an interview with Sally Bencken from the New England School Development
Council (March 19, 1992, conducted by Greg O'Neill), she stated that studies have shown the
number of students per household to be decreasing. This suggests that the number to be used in
an analysis of this type should be within the mid or low portion of the range between .36 and 1.3.
In all three scenarios it is shown that a low value of .48 students per dwelling unit yields a "break
even" impact on the tax base. In other words, no increase in taxes is expected to be needed if
trends continue toward fewer children per household. It must still be recognized, however, that if
a typically high value is used in the analysis, a loss to the tax base would most likely occur and,
in turn, an increase in taxes could then be expected.
3.2.2 SCHOOL
School impacts pose the same problem as determined in the fiscal analysis -- the determining of
the number of new students per household. The only way to deal with this problem is to
determine a range of possible new students which could enter the school system. Therefore,
using the range determined in the previous section (3.2.1), a table designates the number of
students that could potentially be entering the South Hadley school district from each buildout
scenario (See Table 3.3). The increase in students from these buildouts ranges from 5% to 35%.
TABLE 3.3
POTENTIAL STUDENTS FROM EACH
BUILDOUT SCENARIO
(using a range of .36 - 1.3 school-aged children/household)
SCENARIO
Current Development
Complete Buildout
Modified Buildout
NUMBER OF NEW STUDENTS
105 - 380
215 -780
120 - 430
The current number of students in the public school system is 2163 students, with all facilities
currently being designated as at capacity.
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3.2.3. SEWER
A new waste water treatment plant was installed in 1980. The amount of waste water effluent
currently flowing into the treatment facility is shown in Table 3.4. The maximum capacity of the
waste water facility is 4.2 million gallons per day, but with a clarifier, capacity could be
expanded to reach a maximum of 5.1 million gallons per day.
A sewage analysis was developed for all three buildout scenarios (see Appendix A- Sewage).
This analysis assumes that all units will be typical three bedroom structures. An exception,
however, comes in Alvord Place, where structures are already designated as two bedroom units.
Massachusetts Title V regulations estimate the amount of wastewater per household per day for
residential development to be 110 gal.!day/bedroom. Using the "worst case" scenerio of a
complete buildout of 598 new units produces an approximate total of 200,000 gaL/day of
effluent to the treatment plant. Most of the new development will be along the west side of
Alvord Street and should easily be able to tie into the new sewer interceptor. This additional .2
million gal./day should easily be handled by the current facility.
TABLE 3,4
WASTEW ATER TREATMENT PLANT
DAILY USE AVERAGES 1987-1990
YEAR
1987
1988
1989
1990
MILLION GAL.lDAY
3.2
2.9
3.5
3.5
Source: 116 Corridor Study. December 1991
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3.2.4 TRAFFIC
The purpose of this analysis is to estimate the amount of additional traffic that would be
generated by new development along Alvord Street. This estimation is strictly a preliminary
analysis, and a more detailed analysis is recommended for each new development proposal. The
traffic analysis is based on the existing capacity of Alvord Street and the effect additional traffic
will have throughout the study area.
The final issue when determining traffic capacity involves the categorization of the level of
service along the roadway. The level of service is a qualitative measurement labelled "A"
through "F". Level "A" is the highest rating and allows the driver to be able to select his own
speed with virtually no delay. A Level C rating is average and encompasses acceptable delays.
Level E is reached when traffic is the maximum number of vehicles the road can accommodate,
and a roadway below Level E is considered to be unacceptable and would warrant certain types
of mitigation measures.
Current conditions generate a "B+" level of service (See Appendix A - Traffic Analysis). This
assessment is based upon a traffic study done by Ron A. Morra & Associates (RAMA) in 1988
with a follow up traffic count done on April 22, 1992, by the study team. From the 1992 traffic
count it was determined that the current flow rate during the peak hour is 370 vehicles per hour.
This falls between Levels A and B on the capacity analysis of Alvord Street. (See Table 3.5).
The number of vehicles could possibly reach 407VPH due to a 10% increase (based on RAMA
study) of summer traffic between the two commercial properties within the area.
TABLE 3,5
CAPACITY ANALYSIS OF
ALVORD STREET
LEVEL OF SERVICE
A
B
C
nl
E
MAXIMUM
ROADWAY VOLUME (VPH)
185
415
704
1040
2045
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Capacity analysis: Appendix A-Traffic
In order to complete a future projection of the traffic volume along a roadway, one must consider
the growth of traffic in the general area (background traffic), as well as the future traffic
generated from sites of buildout along the road. It is common to use a 1% compounded growth
of surrounding traffic from the present time to the completion of the buildout. The number of
privately owned building permits authorized by the Town has dropped significantly from 215
permits in 1984 to only 53 permits in 1989 (Massachusetts Municipal Profiles). The study team
has taken into consideration this decline in construction and estimates the number of new permits
to continue in the trend of the past few years. Taking an average number of permits authorized in
1988 and 1989, the absorption rate of housing within South Hadley is estimated to be 66 new
privately owned residences per year. This value would then lead to an estimated 10 year
completion time for complete buildout to occur along Alvord Street. Assuming that all new
development was to occur in the study area, the following formula could then be used to generate
future background traffic:
T = Ti (1 + R)An
where, T = the future background traffic;
Ti = existing traffic or 407 vph (vehicles per hour);
R = growth rate of 1%;
and, n = number of years or 10
Or, T = 407 (1+ .01 )A 10 = 450
Thus, the future background traffic (T) is calculated at: 450 vehicles per hour at buildout.
The future traffic generated from a complete buildout is based upon the number of peak hour
trips from a single-family detached residence. From the ITE Trip Generation Manual this
number is estimated as 1.01 trips per dwelling unit, during the peak hour. The estimated
complete buildout of the study area would yield 598 new units. Subtracting the approximate 150
units which were already in place before the follow-up traffic count, 448 new dwelling units thus
remain for consideration. This value produces an additional 453 vehicle trips during the peak
hour. The total projected traffic from a complete buildout of the study area finally yields an
approximated 903 vehicles per hour along the Alvord Street Corridor (see Table 3.6).
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TABLE 3.6
FUTURE TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Background
Future site generated
450vph
453 vph
TOTAL 903 vph
The future projected traffic volumes from a complete buildout thus drops the level of service
along Alvord Street from a "B" to a "D" rating (see Table 3.5). A service level of "D" brings
fonh issues of either controlling the buildout within the corridor, or increasing the capacity of the
roadway. Furthermore, safety issues are also a major concern (See Section 4.4 Safety). The
buildout along Alvord Street is primarily residential, yet there are currently no sidewalks to
accommodate pedestrian traffic.
3.3 INDUSTRIAL GARDEN DISTRICT
3.3.1 DESCRIPTION
A large ponion of the Alvord Street study area is zoned as an Industrial Garden district. This
area of land consists of one parcel under the ownership of GT!. The total area of this parcel is
264.5 acres which is 21% of the total study area. At the current time the parcel contains two
buildings that were constructed side by side and have a total gross area of approximately 41,000
square feet.
3.3.2 BUILDOUT
This parcel of land contains extensive pockets of wetlands, therefore making it difficult to
determine the total buildable land area. Through work with the Conservation Commission and
site inspection it was estimated that wetlands effect approximately 40% of the site, thus leaving
approximately 158 acres for building purposes. Due to the nature of the site, an additional 15%
was subtracted for roadways that would be needed for access throughout the site, and the
remaining value of 135 acres establishes the existing potential for industrial lots. A total buildout
of the Industrial Garden District would mean dividing the 135 acres by the minimum allowable
\
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lot size for the district. This value is 1.72 acres or 75,000 square feet, and equals a potential of
78 parcels. Subtracting the 1 parcel needed for the existing buildings yields a potential for 77
new lots. (See Appendix A - Industrial)
3.3.3 IMPACTS
Most industrial/commercial development will increase revenue to the tax base of a town. From a
fiscal analysis of the total buildout of this area, the benefits could possibly reach over $2 million
per year (see Appendix A - Industrial). This analysis takes into account basic service costs, but
neglects certain other costs and impacts from the development.
The current zoning bylaws do not have a section on impact statements. Such a section could be
included under site plan review, since most industrial/commercial development comes under site
plan review. Under this new provision certain major developments could be reviewed under
specific guidelines. These guidelines should contain impacts on, but not be limited to, traffic, the
environment, municipal services, community issues, and the fiscal budget. The current bylaw
has a general criteria for most of these issues, but a more detailed guideline is recommended.
For example, one issue that should be addressed for the Industrial Garden area is traffic impacts.
Substantial traffic impacts could occur even if ten additional 40,000 square foot buildings were to
be constructed in this area. According to the ITE book, "Transportation and Land Development",
a light industrial building will generate approximately 1 vehicle trip for every 1000 square feet of
floor space during the peak traffic hour. In this case, ten new buildings would add an additional
400 vehicles during the peak hour to the surrounding roadway. This would be a heavy impact in
such a residential area. A section for traffic impact statements could be included in the bylaws
which clearly states when one is needed to be done, based upon the size of the project. This
traffic impact statement should further contain existing traffic conditions, as well as proposed
traffic impacts. Adverse traffic impacts could be reason for site plan denial, unless proper
mitigation measures are implemented.
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SECTION 4. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 BACKGROUND
As established, the trend in recent residential development does bring about certain impacts on
both the corridor and the community. The following discussion considers the impacts that were
projected in Section 3. This section addresses the specific strategies for the retention of
agricultural land, the development of alternate agricultural land uses, and the promotion of a
greater level of safety along the Alvord Street Corridor. The following recommendations have
been developed to address these issues and have been organized to include the designation of
possible tools which would enable each objective to be implemented.
4.2 ALTERNATE AGRICULTURAL LAND USE
Farmers in the Alvord Street study area have expressed interest in undertaking alternate courses
of action for generating income, yet are looking for possible suggestions as to how these options
can be developed. Although we do not recommend any definite business-type propositions, the
study team has designated a variety of ways in which supplemental income possibilities can be
achieved. These options are as follows:
4.2.1 LESSENING OF RESTRICTIONS
Currently, much of the agricultural land in the Alvord Street study area is designated under
Chapter 6lA of the Massachusetts State Tax Code. This differential tax assessment of 61A,
refers to land in active agriculture of 5 or more contiguous acres earning at least $500 per year in
gross sales value. This designation allows the land to be taxed at the use value rather than full
fair market value, but strictly limits the type of uses which can occur on such lands. So, even
though this is currently being used it is not enough to help the farmers financially. In the
instance of Alvord Street, many of the farmers are currently being hit by the current recession.
and other land use options would be beneficial for supplementing income.
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In order for the farmers to sell products on their property, there currently exists a restriction
which requires 51% of said products to be produced on the land. This restriction has been
implemented by the Town of South Hadley as a zoning regulation, and although this is clearly
designated, it is often hard to determine whether such products meet this 51% standard. One
farmer along the Alvord Street Corridor has expressed an interest in expanding the amount of
items he can sell, yet is wary of the penalties incurred if the 51% restriction is passed. In order
to alleviate the 'gray area' in determining this quantity, it is recommended that the 51% to 49%
regulation be lessened in order to provide alternate possibilities for the farmers to further
generate income.
By increasing the number and amount of items which could be sold on agricultural land, it is
believed that income may be supplemented. The lessening of the 51/49 percent regulation would
enable farmers along the Corridor (and elsewhere in South Hadley) to sell vegetables which were
not grown on their specific properties. Products could then be purchased elsewhere at wholesale
value, and then be sold at retail prices on the premises of agricultural land. The lessening of this
restriction would also enable farm owners to sell a wider variety of items (i.e. handcrafts,
antiques, other food items) that are not "grown or produced on the premises" (Page 19 - South
Hadley Zoning By-Laws).
4.2.2 REZONING
In order for other land use options to occur, however, zoning changes must be considered.
Zoning options which are available for consideration by the Planning Board, exist under the
categories of Commercial and Industrial Garden. Commercial zoning would allow for the
occurrence of service-type facilities along Alvord Street. Although this may be considered as a
'detractor' from the residential character of the Corridor, commercial development may be
deemed necessary if residential developments continue to occur.
In the initial stages of this report, it was mentioned that Town planners would consider rezoning
of the agricultural parcels for most uses except Industrial. We do, however, recommend at this
time that rezoning to Industrial Garden style parcels be given ample consideration. The
Industrial Garden zoning which has been established by the Town of South Hadley allows for
small scale industrial development to occur in a industrial park type setting, and it is established
that this form of development is a better neighbor to the agricultural parcels than the current
subdivisions. The current Industrial Garden development is small in scale, retains the open
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character of the landscape, and is easily monitored in regard to waste disposal. Industrial
developments tend to be much less likely then residences to file complaints about odors or
nuisances caused by livestock, and land can still be made available for lease by farmers who need
additional acreage for hay production. It is noted, however, that rezoning of this type would
require strict site review guidelines, in order to ensure safe, small scale developments which
focus on the maintenance of the open landscape.
4.3 PRESERVING THE AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE
There are two large dairy farms located in the study area. The South Hadley Planning Board
would like to see these farms continue to operate, as would the farmers who own them. The
problem is that the farms are being pressured by events at the national, regional, and local levels.
At the national level, the farms are being affected by a poor economy, while at the regional level,
they are being hurt as a result of low product prices (primarily wholesale milk prices). Within
South Hadley, the meat and dairy farmers are further being pressured by the construction of
residential developments. As new homes and apartment buildings encroach upon the farms, it is
envisioned that the residents of these developments may attempt to curtail fanning activities
within the vicinity, and thus shut off the lifeblood of the farmers.
Upon studying the Alvord Street Corridor, the study team assumed the buildout scenarios as
defined in Section 3. From an analysis of the impacts that each of these scenarios would have on
different facilities and utilities in the community, it is our recommendation that the agricultural
land along Alvord Street be preserved as best it can. The open rolling landscape is a scenic
element that is disappearing throughout New England, as urban growth extends into rural
communities. South Hadley is a bedroom community with a unique agricultural character, and in
order to preserve the picturesque landscape, specific steps must be taken. The following is a
compilation of objectives and techniques which are recommended for this preservation.
4.3.1 TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS
There are several options possible for the preservation of agricultural land in Massachusetts. One
such possibility, and the one most pertinent within South Hadley, is the transfer of development
rights (TDR). In this proposition, an increased building density, similar to cluster development,
is allowed in one portion of the community in return for the protection of another area. Through
TDR's the developer buys the development rights from someone in the protected area and applies
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that right in addition to the existing development rights in a buildable location. This scenario
enables a build up of one area of the community by maintaining open space, rather than allowing
development to spread across the entire community, leaving no open space behind. This issue of
TDR's would allow the agricultural landscape of the Alvord Street Corridor to become the
protected area from which the development rights are purchased, and construction could then be
focused on another location within the Town. This type of situation would hinge on the
availability of other developable areas, however, and future consideration needs to be given
toward establishing receiving areas in which added development would be acceptable.
4.3.2 PURCHASING OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS
Rather than the use of TDR's, the purchasing of development rights is also an available process
for protecting areas of significance from future development. Commonly the State acts in the
purchasing of such rights, yet municipalities also have the power to do so. The state's
Agriculture Preservation Restriction (APR) Program was created in the late 1970's to purchase
such development rights. Using APR a farmer is paid the difference between the fair market
price of his land as residential and its value as agriculture. In return a deed is placed on the land
restricting it to agricultural use or open space. This action will control development on prime
agriculture land while allowing the farmer to stay in business with the profits from such a
transaction.
The APR program just recently had funding restored after running out of funds in 1988. The
state's budget for land acquisition roughly contains $2 million this fiscal year. There has been an
increase in applications from farmers, therefore, the state has become selective about the
development rights it purchases. One criteria is that the state is more likely to invest in a farm
that is near other protected farmland. Such is the case along Alvord Street with part of the
Cournoyer farmland all ready preserved. Preserving a group of farms helps each remain
productive. With the limited amount of funding available each year for this program an
interested farmer has to be persistent in applying to the program.
4.3.3 LAND BANK
In the instance of South Hadley, where prime agricultural land is a continually disappearing
commodity, the possibility of adopting Land Bank Funds, should be considered. Under home
rule, towns may adopt Land Bank Funds to purchase land for conservation or protection
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,~ purposes. This is done when the town adopts a small fee on real estate transactions and the
revenues of this transaction go to a local fund for the protection or conservation purposes. Land
Bank Funds are considered as a new revenue source, however, and authorization by the State
Legislature is mandatory before such actions may be implemented. This action further requires
the Town to set forth a planning guideline in which the designation of protected parcels is
established. Without the basic framework in place, approval by the State Legislature is highly
unlikely.
4.3.4 SELF'-HELP
Currently the State of Massachusetts administers a State Program, through the Division of
Conservation Services, known as "Self-Help". This program was established to enable
communities to more readily protect conservation lands and establish them as community open
spaces. The Self-Help Program will reimburse a town up to 80% for the acquisition of
conservation lands, provided that there is public access into the site and that the parcel is
maintained primarily for conservation purposes.
South Hadley has the potential for benefit from the Self-Help program. Much of the area in the
Alvord Street study area registers as protected wetlands, with small streams and tributaries
extending across many of the parcels. The area along the Connecticut River is also designated as
a floodplain and has been considered in the past to be a prime location for the development of a
Connecticut River Greenway system. It must be acknowledged, however, that the Self-Help
Program does require the town to have a current Open Space and Recreation Plan in operation
before funding can occur, and with the current economy, available funding is considered scarce.
4.4 SAFETY
The type and size of development along the Corridor has a direct impact on traffic. Traffic
impacts, in turn, have a direct impact on safety with a greater level of traffic generally creating a
greater number of accidents.
As was demonstrated in the traffic analysis (see Section 3--Traffic), a buildout of all the
agriculturally zoned land would produce an estimated 903 vehicles per hour along the Corridor.
While this is only an estimate, it must be recognized that this situation would put additional
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r-\ pressures on the present character of the Corridor. Without roadway improvements, an increase
in the traffic level would likely increase the number of, and potential for, accidents along the
Alvord Street.
Specifically along Alvord Street, an increase in traffic levels could provide an increased level of
hazard for pedestrians. A visual study of the corridor confirms that people do use the corridor for
walking and jogging, with most of the pedestrian traffic being school-aged children walking
between their homes and the bus stop. The implementation of sidewalks and crosswalks is
important for the promotion of pedestrian safety along the Corridor and could further enhance the
opportunities for expanded walking, jogging and bicycling use.
4.4.1 SIDEWALKS
The complete residential development which was projected in Section 3 is estimated to generate
approximately 215 to 780 new students within the study area. Due to the number of school-aged
children within the study area who are already required to walk between their homes and the
nearest bus stop, the implementation of sidewalks along Alvord Street is a necessity, for
currently there are no sidewalks along Alvord Street.
It is further expected that sidewalks and crosswalks implemented in both the subdivisions and
along the Corridor may also promote a greater number of bicyclists and joggers in the
neighborhood. This in turn could lead to a greater level of recreational activity in which the
importance of safety would have to be addressed.
~~2IMPROVEMENTOFROADCONDITIONS
Road conditions along the Alvord Street Corridor are also in need of improvement. The issue of
safety can be addressed when considering such improvements, as welL Currently there are no
curbs which define the Alvord Street road edge, and thus the pavement is often crumbling and
broken. In one section of Alvord Street, the residential units are fairly close to the road also, and
thus visibility may at times be a problem. Continued study should be given to these matters.
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In addition to the Alvord Street conditions, poor road conditions also exist along Riverboat
Lodge Road. This road begins by crossing a culvert (near the Alvord Street intersection), at
which point the road narrows and is bounded by guard rails. The condition of pavement is poor
with numerous potholes and wet areas, and as with Alvord Street, there are no sidewalks along
this roadway. Furthermore, Riverboat Lodge Road is long and straight, and the issue of speed
and safety should also be addressed in this area.
4.4.3 CURB CUTS
With its lack of curbing, the Alvord Street Corridor lacks designated curb cuts'! This lack of
designated curb cuts increases the wear and tear on the shoulders of the roadways and
additionally brings forth the continued focus on safety. A critical point of entrance without clear
entrance/exit designation is the Petting Zoo/lee Cream Stand on the property of Donald McCray.
This area receives significant quantities of traffic during the warm seasons and without having
clearly marked parking, entrance and exit points, safety of pedestrians and vehicle operators can
be considered a prominent issue.
In order to better enhance the level of safety along the Corridor and enable it to be promoted,
when and if future development is to occur, a study of road conditions and viewing corridors
must take place. Future traffic analysis of the number of cars along the COrrid+ and an analysis
of each major point of entry should designate high volume areas and locations in which safety
would be a primary concern.
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SECTION 5. CONCLUSION
The Alvord Street Corridor is clearly an area of concern in South Hadley. The fanners along the
Corridor have expressed an interest in continuing fanning operations, yet resid~nts in the area are
not always welcoming to the nuisances which exist along with farming practicis. It thus must be
recognized that changes which are implemented along the Corridor affect not nly the Corridor
residents, but the Town as well. In turn, changes which occur in the Town will also affect the
Alvord Street Corridor.
A primary concern of this project was the protection of the agricultural operatiors which exist
along Alvord Street. In Section 4 it was recommended that the lessening ofresr~ctions and the
consideration of zoning changes would be two means by which farmers could siPPlement their
income in a poor economy. It must also be acknowledged that the town needs to define its stand
on farming operations. Although the Town has expressed and interest in main+ining the
agricultural character of the community, no Town By-Law exists which clearlYIPromotes farming
operations within the Town of South Hadley. In order to strengthen this sense ef support for the
retention of farming operations within the Town, such a by-law needs to be pas ked.
In addition, the report also focused on the issue of preserving the open agricultL landscape
which exists along the Alvord Street Corridor. It was expressed in the Open splace Plan Report
of 1988 (pg. 20), that there is concern for the preservation of "large tracts of farynland for their
recreational qualities". The report further stated that "there is a lack of open space in South
Hadley" (pg. 21), and that the "fanning area west of Alvord Street is considered by the
committee as an outstanding open space area" (pg. 5). Although never mandated as a
comprehensive Open Space Plan for the Town of South Hadley, this report identified concerns
which remain today. It is time now, for these concerns to receive action.
The Town of South Hadley needs an Open Space Plan. They need to determini areas of
recreational and open space quality, and devise a methodology by which these areas can be
retained. The loss of open agricultural land is not irreversible, it just takes srruoturing and
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~ patience to conserve this vital land. With this study the South Hadley Planning Board has taken
the continued step toward establishing a planning strategy for the Alvord Street Corridor and the
Town. It is not too late to ensure that the agricultural qualities of the Alvord Street landscape are
maintained.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A - BUILOOUT
I.CUBBENT
BUILOOUT
MAe J..QIS. IOIALAREA (ACRE) IOIALUNIIS
STO'JEGA. TE 43 38-116
42 4, 67 71 80
SPRING MEADOW 44 26 -46 47 20
CEDAR RIDGE 26 129-147
23 82-87 23 25
ALVORD PLACE 42 70 aa 1...6..5
TOTAL 180 ~®@
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APPENDIX A - BUILDOUT
II. COMPLETE BUILDOUT
AREA 1
.I.QIS. M3EA
43/24 28.9 TOTALAREA 220
43/25 33.5 WETLANDS - 21
43/26 29.1 199
42/12 14.4 ROADWAYS(15%) - 3 0
42/10 104 TOTAL BUILDABLE 169 ACRES
42/5 1 1
221
AREA 2
J..QIS 8BEA TOTALAREA 129
42/1 113 WETLANDS - 2 2
44/15 16.6 107
129 ROADWAYS (15%) • 1 6
TOTAL BUILDABLE 9 1 ACRES
AREA 3
wm ~ TOTALAREA 46
44/6 39 WETLANDS ·1 7
44/4 7 29
46 ROADWAY (15%) - 4
TOTAL BUILDABLE 25 ACRES
TOTAL 285 ACRES
AVEPAGELOT
SIZE
OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENT IS 40,211 S.F. = 0.923 ACRES
NEWRESIDENCES 308
CURRENT +290
RESIDENCES
TOTAL ~®@
RESIDENCES
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APPENDIX A - BUILOOUT
III. PARTIAL BUILDOUT WITHOUT FARMS
PART AREA 2 1 6 ACRES
(LOT 44/15) WETLANDS -3 ftCRES
ROADWAYS -2 PeRES
TOTAL 1 1 ACRES
ALL OF AREA 3 +25 ACRES
TOTAL BUILD. 36 ACRES
AVERAGELOT
SIZE
OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENT IS 40,211 S.F. =
NEWRESIDENCES
PLUSCURRENTRESIDENCES
___ 0_.~9:-23-:-.ACRES
39
+290
TOTAL
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APPENDIX A-FISCAL
Fiscal Impact of Current Development
in Alvord Street Area
Revenue from property tax
Assessed value of land (ave. per lot)
Assessed value of bid (ave.)
Total development value
Number new units
Total development value
Tax rate (PER $1000)
Estimated revenue
School costs due to development
Total tax levy (1992)
School portion (estimate)
School share
# of students in schools
Cost per student
estimated # of new students (.48 per
unit)
School cost
$37,000
$105,000
$142,000
290
$41,180,000
$12.42
$511,456
$9,291,422
0.56
$5.204.127
2163
$2,406
139
$334,182
SOURCE:
SUPERINTENDENT
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APPENDIX A - FISCAL
Current Development Cont.I
Non-school cost due to development
Total tax levy (1992)
Service portion (estimate)
$9,291,422
0.44
Non-school share
Residential portion of real property
$4,087,295
0.88
Residential share of non-school cost
# of existing dwelling units
$3,596,820
5884 census
Non-school cost per dwelling
# new units
$611
290
Non-school cost $177,274
Fiscal evalyation
Non-school cost
School cost
$177,274
$334,182
Total cost
Estimated revenue
$511,456
$511,456
Net Fiscal lost $0
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APPENDIX A-EISCJ~
Fiscal Impact of Complete Bui/dout
in Alvord Street Area
Revenye from property tax
Assessed value of land (ave. per lot)
Assessed value of bid (ave.)
Total development value
Number new units
Total development value
Tax rate (PER $1000)
Estimated revenue
School costs due to development
Total tax levy (1992)
School portion (estimate)
School share
# of students in schools
Cost per student
estimated # of new students (.48 per
un it)
School cost
$37,000
$105,000
$142,000
598
$84,916,000
$12.42
$1,054,657
$9,291,422
0.56
$5,204,127
2163
$2,406
286
$689,107
roJRCE:
ASSESSOR
SUPERINTENDENT
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APPENDIX A - FISCAL
Complete Bui/dout Cant.!
NQn-schQQI CQst due tQ development
Total tax levy (1992)
Service portion (estimate)
$9,291,422
0.44
Non-school share
Residential portion of real property
$4,087,295
0.88
Residential share of non-school cost
# of existing dwelling units
$3,596,820
5884 census
Non-school cost per dwelling
# new units
$611
598
NQn-schQQI cost $365,550
Fiscal evaluatiQn
Non-school cost
School cost
$365,550
$689,107
Total cost
Estimated revenue
$1,054,657
$1,054,657
Net Fiscal lost $0
Town of South Hadley
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APPENDIX A-FISCAL
Fiscal Impact of Partial Bui/dout
In Alvord Street Area
Revenue from property tax
Assessed value of land (ave. per lot)
Assessed value of bid (ave.)
Total development value
Number new units
Total development value
Tax rate (PER $1000)
Estimated revenue
School costs due to development
Total tax levy (1992)
School portion (estimate)
School share
# of students in schools
Cost per student
estimated # of new students (.48 per
unit)
School cost
$37,000
$105,000
$142,000
329
$46,718,000
$12.42
$580,238
$9,291,422
0.56
$5.204,127
2163
$2,406
158
$379,124
SOURCE:
SUPERINTENDENT
Town of South Hadley
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Partial Buildout Cont.!
Non-school cost due to development
Total tax levy (1992)
Service portion (estimate)
$9,291,422
0.44
Non-school share
Residential portion of real property
$4,087,295
0.88
Residential share of non-school cost
# of existing dwelling units
$3,596,820
5884 census
Non-school cost per dwelling
# new units
$611
329
Non-school cost $201,114
r--,.\ Fiscal evaluation
Non-school cost
School cost
$201,114
$379.124
Total cost
Estimated revenue
$580,238
$580,238
Net Fiscal lost $0
Town of South Hadley
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~PPENDIX A - SEWAGE ANALYSIS
SEWAGE CAPACITY
I. CURRENT BUILOOUT TOTAL.
EFFLUENT EFFLUENT
UNITS BEDRCOv1S (GAUDA Y/BDR) (GAUDA Y)
STQ\JEGl\1E 8 0
SPRINGMEADOW 2 0
CEDARRIDGE 2 5
ALVORDPLACE 4 5
ALVORDPLACE 120
3
3
3
3
2
110
11 0
110
110
11 0
26400
6600
8250
14850
26400
TOTAL
II. COMPLETE
BUILOOUT
TOTAL
EFFLUENT EFFLUENT
UNITS BEDRCOv1S (GAL/DAY/BDR) (GAL/DAY)
NEWDEVEL
CURRENT
308 3 110 101640
82500
TOTAL
Town of South Hadley
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APPENDIX A • SEWAGE ANALYSIS
Sewage Analysis cont.r
III. PARTIAL BUILDOUT WITHOUT FARMS
TOTAl
EFFLUENT EFflUENT
UNITS BEDRco.AS (GAUDAY/BR) (GAUDAY)
NEWDEVEL 39 3 110 12870
CURRENT 82500
TOTAl 9§37©
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APPENDIX A- INDUSTRIAL
BUILDOUT
INDUSTRIAL GARDEN
Total Lot Area
AREA (ACRES}
264.5
Subtract Wetlands (400/0 Estimate) 106
Sub Total 158.5
23.5
135
Subtract Roadways (150/0 Estimate)
Buildable Land
Divided Min. Lot Area
(Zoning Reg.)
Number Of Buildable Lots
1.72
Subtract Existing Lots
Potential New Lots
78
1
77
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APPENDIX A- INDUSTRIAL
REVENUE
INDUSTRIAL GARDEN DISTRICT
FISCAL ANALYSIS
LAND VALUE
BUILDABLE ACRES
AVG VALUE PER ACRE
SUBTOTAL
135
$35,000 ASSEssa:t
$4,725,000
BUILDING VALUE
# OF NEW BUILDINGS
MAX S.F PER BUILDING
TOTALS.F.
77
78,000 ZQ\JING
6,006,000
AVE. ASSESSED VALUE PER
S.F.
SUBTOTAL
$ 5 7 A.SSES9)R
$342,342,000
TOIALREALESTAIEVALUE
IAXRAIE
$347,067,000
$12.42
REVENUE $4,310,572
SERVICE COST
IAXLEVY $9,291,422 A.SSES9)R
SERVICE % OF TAX LEVY 0.44 RIll6
STUDY
SERVICE SHARE $4,088,226
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
PORTION OF REAL PROPERTY 0.1 RIl16
STUDY
COST DUE TO CII $408,823
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
EQUALIZED VALUE $70,410,974 RTll6
STUDY
SERVICE COST/$1 000 EQUAL. VAL. $5.81
PROJECT VALUE $347,067,000
SERVICE $2,015,152
COST
Town of South Hadley
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Industrial fiscal cont.r
FISCAL BENEFIT
REVENUE
SERVICE COST
BENEFIT
APPENPIX A· INDUSTRIAL
$4,310,572
$2.015.'52
$2,295,420
Town of South Hadley
Alvord Street Corridor Study
L. Eckel, D. Harris, T. Marder. P. Pakkala
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APPENDIX A- TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC COUNTS
PEAK HOUR 4(22/92
SPRING
MEADOW
STONEGATE
ALVORD
PLACE
~~
176 176 = 352
CEDAR RIDGE
100 ~
1
112
BRAINERD STREET
ffi
~;
~ N.T.S.
•
TRAFAC
courrr
N
Town of South Hadley
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. APPENDIX A-TRAEELC
f. y,~-r / 1'1 {r -(12..r\ f e I c,
TWO-L.-\:-IE HIGHWAYS 8·31
WORKSHEET FOR GENERAL TERRAIN SEGMENTS
Site Identification: ,ALl/oRO ST .. c: r .: ,-'IJ:" .. ~i Date: LJ/lz./~'L rune:(.L LA'.·/"';{':
/
Name: Checked by:
L GEOMETRIC DATA
~ -------:~:------- I~h 1t7Design Speed: mph% No Passing: 'LO %Terrain (L.R.Nt): fl-oll."",~/t
Shoulder ~ft Segment Length; '/1- rru
D. TRAFFIC DATA
Total Volume, Both Dir.
( •• "" n1 ) / (,""n1 \
~O 1'/0I ~O ?'l2- vph Directional Distribution:/
How Rate'"'" Volume + PHF 'fraffic Composition: L.l %1; .LI %RY, :£L%B
147 ••• J '+0 ..:... .'If 5 {NO 1U}t 0: "-0 ) PHF: ·9S
11..,0 '?l ,""1- . .'t 5 l ,01.1111 e '"0 \
m. LEVEL Of SERVICE ANALYSIS
SF •••• 2.800 X (vIe); X r, X r,X fHV fHV -1 I [1+ PrtET-l) +
PIl(EIl-l) + PB(EB-l»)
LOS SF - 2.800 X (vie) X r, X C X fHV PT ET p. ER Po Es
Table 8-1 Table 8-4 Table 8~5 Table 8-6 Table 8-6 Table 8-6
A IS .6 2,800 • 10 •q Lf . 7~ .9b ,005 't .005 '3 . 2- .IXJS 3.0
B t.ft; 2.800 .z3 .'t ~ .73 .9~ .a6 5 .~ '3·4 .O(JS 3, ~
c IOY 2.800 .39 .9Y .13 .9Lt .oa5 5 .~ '3.~ .~ 3. y-
D 1040 2.800 .~1 .~y • 7.:3 .q5' ,Of5 5 .i(}5 3.3 .~ 2.9
E
1,oLf5 2.800 .Cf~ •Cf "f .81 .'l5' .fP5 S' .a>S '3.3 .005 2. 'l
rv COMMENTS Flow Rate 'tJr vph LOS- A
3'10 B
THe L-EVt:L. OF S€/~ \f\c.E AT 1ltE JjoR.m £J\JD
o~ Al. \JO i< o ST, IS frl vEl".) AN
1/ A \\
J
"->h,' le
AT /'rtt 50vTH £rJ 0 IT l'j {,-Ivef'l 1\ "B " "
1}-tt,2E'f"O IZE'" frS~ vr()E" II ~ + \\ .
\
Nof£' &£o/Yl£r~IC -\ PAIL! 0'" 1"~~f~lc.. l>A\l\ "-A~~N FICo~ RPftlA jT\lO,( -I "88
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APPENDIX B
APPENDIX B - ASSESSOR'S INFORMATION OF STUDY AREA
MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
23 1 422,532.00 $125,900
23 2 317,988.00 $125,400 $158,400 2,236
23 3 235,224.00 $50,000
23 13 43,560.00 $60,100 $79,800 1,828
23 14 17,112.00 $5,300
23 15 25,000.00 $55,500 $89,400 1,720
23 16 6,500.00 $38,500 $48,200 628
23 17 4,632.00 $1,800
23 18 22,686.00 $55,100 $62,000 1 ,176
23 19 30,233.00 $56,500 $90,100 154
23 48 11,522,055.6 $1,328,400 $1,953,900 5,996
23 62 31,610.00 $56,600 $127,100 1,896
23 63 22,656.00 $55,100 $86,200 1,486
23 82 30,721.00 $62,400
23 83 30,630.00 $65,200 $110,100 1,848
23 84 30,214.00 $65,300
23 85 135,471.60 $76,200 $173,700 2,274
23 86 31,165.00 $65,400
23 87 31,293.00 $62,600
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MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
26 2 24,550.00 $56,500 $107,600 1,992
26 3 24,813.00 $51,100 $80,000 1,552
26 4 22,750.00 $50,700 $101,500 1,899
26 5 22,750,00 $50,700 $94,900 1,300
26 6 22,557.00 $51,000 $79,800 1,568
26 7 47,044.80 $60,000 $110,800 2,212
26 8 45,738,00 $59,900 $98,800 2,080
26 9 39,163,00 $58,700 $95,200 2,150
26 1 0 39,627.00 $58,600 $126,000 2,168
26 1 1 38,117.00 $54,100 $75,800 1,728
26 1 2 46,173.60 $55,100 $64,000 1,480
26 1 3 38,872.00 $58,700 $88,300 2,180
26 14 25,773.00 $55,700 $68,000 1,920
26 1 5 27,944.00 $55,900 $74,600 1,452
26 1 6 28,113.00 $56,200
26 1 7 22,557.00 $51,000 $99,200 2,631
26 1 8 22,513.00 $50,900 $82,400 1,352
26 1 9 47,044.80 $60,700
26 21 54,014.40 $60,500 $92,800 2,336
26 23 21,134.00 $54,700 $74,200 1,840
26 24 22,500.00 $54,900 $91,900 1,854
26 25 22,500.00 $54,900 $68,900 1 ,188~
26 26 22,500.00 $54,900 $109,700 2,020
26 27 22,500.00 $54,900 $76,600 1,304
26 28 22,500.00 $54,900 $118,300 1,632
26 29 22,500.00 $50,900 $80,300 1,964
26 30 53,578.80 $71,800 $79,100 1,930
26 31 32,259.00 $52,500
26 32 22,500.00 $50,900 $96,400 2,344
26 33 22,455.00 $50,700 $96,200 2,193
26 104 32,400.00 $52,500 $108,400 2,592
26 106 32,250.00 $55,100 $100,100 1,804
26 107 31,744.00 $57,800 $85,100 1,682
26 127 79,279.20 $80,900 $135,900 2,880
26 129 95,396.40 $63,900 $11,400 BARN
26 130 40,734.00 $68,000
26 131 40,051.00 $68,100
26 132 34,683.00 $66,600
26 133 32,920.00 $66,200 $101,800 1,924
26 134 32,920.00 $66,200
26 135 43,412.00 $68,600 $173,600 2,004
26 136 33,069.00 $66,100
26 137 31,415.00 $65,700 $146,500 1,686
26 138 30,432.00 $62,100
26 139 37,545.00 $67,200
26 140 34,729.00 $66,700 $157,400 1,635
Town of South Hadley
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MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
26 141 32,911.00 $66,200 $35,000 2,266
26 142 34,140.00 $66,200 $7,500 1,962
26 143 34,023.00 $66,300
26 144 34,178.00 $65,500
26 145 30,343.00 $65,500
26 146 30,604.00 $65,200
26 147 30,000.00 $56,700
26 $100 $27,300
42 1 COMMERCIAL $100 $96,200 2,606
42 1 4,900,500.00 $59,800 $154,900 1,486
42 2B 20,200.00 $15,000
42 3 65,340.00 $61,500 $123,300 2,376
42 4 30,229.00 $56,500
42 5 482,209.20 $59,700 $84,100 1,696
42 6 605,484.00 $22,400
42 8 62,726.40 $9,800
42 9 95,832.00 $59,700 $214,600 3,580
42 1 0 4,525,884.00 $59,700 $155,700 2,134
42 10A 30,000.00 $56,700 $86,000 1,828
42 1 1 46,173.60 $336,200
42 11A 10,000.00
42 1 2 627,264.00
42 12A 10,000.00 $4,600
42 1 3 64,033.20 $60,400 $95,200 1,846
42 1 4 9,485.00 $11,300
42 1 5 117,612.00 $65,700 $63,300 1,208
42 1 6 10,329.00
42 1 7 9,626.00 $10,400
42 1 8 22,500.00 $53,300 $88,800 1,732
42 1 9 22,500.00 $50,900
42 20 100,188.00 $23,800
42 32 204,732.00 $23,700
42 33 23,338.00 $50,900 $72,900 1 ,716
42 34 22,628.00 $50,700 $85,400 1,826
42 35 23,047.00 $50,900 $79,400 2,040
42 36 59,677.20 $61,800 $79,400 1,272
42 37 52,707.60 $55,600 $78,100 1,388
42 38 43,017.00 $60,200 $74,800 1,790
42 39 22,598.00 $50,600 $87,100 2,192
42 40 23,661.00 $51,100 $77,200 1 ,716
42 41 23,250.00 $50,700 $105,200 2,040
42 42 23,250.00 $50,700 $83,300 1,464
42 43 22,514.00 $50,900 $88,200 2,036
42 44 \ 22,523.00 $50,900 $82,300 1,844
Town of South Hadley L. Eckel, D. Harris, T. Marder. P. Pakkala
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MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
42 45 22,611.00 $50,600 $107,000 1 ,811
42 46 23,772.00 $51,100 $98,100 1,408
42 47 23,250.00 $50,700 $110,800 1,714
42 48 23,250.00 $50,700 $80,100 1,802
42 49 22,680.00 $50,800 $76,400 1,120
42 50 25,078.00 $51,200 $118,200 2,316
42 52 23,287.00 $50,800 $81,000 1,504
42 53 22,690.00 $50,800 $75,200 1.376
42 54 27,924.00 $51,900 $102,700 1,272
42 55 23,520.00 $51,000 $78,600 1,796
42 56 23,741.00 $51,000 $103,500 2,092
42 57 339,768.00 $56,200
42 58 139,392.00
42 62 44,866.80 $59,800 $68,200 1 ,166
42 66 179,467.20 $17,900
42 67 49,222.80 $60,200
42 68 273,992.40 $25,500
42 70 1,708,423.20 $125,500
43 1 50,965.20 $99,500 $110,100 2,400
43 2 95,832.00 $103,100 $118,100 1,200
43 3 44,431.20 $99,000 $86,900 2,000
43 5 22,069.00 $91,100 $41,700 1,400
43 6 13,227.00 $83,500 $25,600 700
43 7 15,674.00 $12,100
43 8 24,275.00 $91,800 $13,700 1,000
43 9 44,431.20 $99,000 $52,500 1,300
43 1 0 44,431.20 $99,000 $74,300 1,500
43 1 1 25,014.00 $92,300 $46,400 900
43 1 3 21,560.00 $90,800 $76,600 1,000
43 1 4 16,703.00 $87,700 $17,400 600
43 1 5 29,900.00 $26,000
43 1 6 25,932.00 $92,300 $75,300 1,200
43 1 7 235,224.00 $93,100
43 1 8 23,345.00 $91,700 $32,300 700
43 1 9 21,250.00 $31,100 $109,700 1,500
43 20 12,829.00 $82,900 $109,400 1,000
43 21 12,830.00 $82,900 $30,300 1,200
43 22 9,975.00 $31,500 $53,900 1,400
43 23 705,672.00 $140,800
43 24 1,258,884.00 $0
43 25 1,459,260.00 $0
43 26 1,267,596.00 $0
43 27 11,760.00 $8,600
43 28 121,250.00 $91,000 $33,600 800
43 29 15,625.00 $9,200
Town of South Hadley
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MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
43 30 17,500.00 $2,100
43 31 49,658.40 $88,500 $72,200 1,000
43 32 18,867.00 $79,600 $85,800 1,000
43 33 52,272.00 $31,BOO $3,600
43 34 23,B15.00 $3,BOO $2,600
43 35 3,131.00 $2,400
43 38 41,211.00 $20,600
43 39 31,921.00 $19,800
43 40 30,748.00 $19,700
43 41 30,52B.00 $19,500
43 42 31,901.00 $19,800
43 43 35,675.00 $20,000
43 44 3B,194.00 $20,200
43 45 32,615.00 $19,900
43 46 31,379.00 $19,800
43 47 31,350.00 $19,BOO
43 48 30,002.00 $19.500
43 49 30,860.00 $19,400
43 50 30,4B1.00 $19,500
43 51 41,018.00 $20,500
43 52 42,472.00 $20,400
43 53 61,419.60 $20,700
43 54 41,371.00 $20,700
43 55 30,356.00 $19,400
43 56 32,312.00 $19,700
43 57 39,700.00 $20,200
43 58 47,916.00 $20,600
43 59 47,916.00 $20,500
43 60 34,4BO.00 $20,000
43 61 30,401.00 $19,500
43 62 37,600.00 $20,300
43 63 32,000.00 $19,BOO
43 64 35,200.00 $20,100
43 65 35,200.00 $20,100
43 66 35,200.00 $20,100
43 67 35,200.00 $20,100
43 6B 36,662.00 $20,200
43 69 50,965.20 $21,000
43 70 14B,104.00 $21,BOO
43 71 39,601.00 $20,200
43 72 46,173.60 $20,500
43 73 35,734.00 $20,000
43 74 31,065.00 $19,600
43 75 30,400.00 $19,500
43 76 30,56B.00 $19,600
43 77 . 31,200.00 $19,700
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MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
43 78 30,400.00 $19,500
43 79 31,593.00 $19,900
43 80 31,395.00 $19,800
43 81 30,400.00 $19,500
43 82 32,000.00 $18.900
43 83 31,200.00 $19,800
43 84 30,400.00 $19,500
43 85 31,197.00 $19.700
43 86 30,999.00 $19,500
43 87 30,400.00 $19,500
43 88 32,000.00 $19,800
43 89 34,947.00 $2~0,000
43 90 30,400.00 $19,500
43 91 30,801.00 $19,700
43 92 30,604.00 $19,600
43 93 30,400.00 $19,500
43 94 36,800.00 $19,900
43 95 30,400.00 $19,500
43 96 30,400.00 $19,500
43 97 30,463.00 $19,500
43 98 30,393.00 $19,500
43 99 30,400.00 $19,500
,~
43 100 31,813.00 $19,700
43 101 31,625.00 $19,600
43 102 31,601.00 $19,600
43 103 34,399.00 $20,000
43 104 30,101.00 $19,600
43 105 30,924.00 $19,500
43 106 108,900.00 $2,400
43 107 80,150.40 $20,500
43 108 69,696.00 $20,500
43 109 56,192.40 $20,500
43 11 0 47,916.00 $20,400
43 111 36,620.00 $20,100
43 1 12 31,350.00 $19,800
43 1 13 31,350.00 $19,800
43 114 31,350.00 $19,800
43 115 33,067.00 $19,800
43 11 6 43,122.00 $20,700
44 2 1,467,100.80 $118,900 $90,100 2,700
44 3 41,665.00 $59,200 $107,500 1,700
44 4 306,226.80 $126.600 $169,700 5.310
44 5 69,696.00 $4,700
44 6 1,698,840.00 $74,500 $63,100 2,000
44 8 I 15,848.00 $77,000 $75,500 1,050
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MAP LOT AREA LND VAL BLD VAL BLD AREA
44 9 39,640.00 $97,500 $73,100 1,800
44 1 a 23,522.00 $92,000 $28,700 1,000
44 1 1 16,533.00 $87,500 $117,100 1,900
44 13 113,256.00 $105,600 $72,600 1,700
44 14 43,560.00 $41,400
44 1 5 723,096.00 $59,700 $151,600 1,500
44 1 9 670,824.00 $1,245,800 $2,748,000 76,000
44 21 18,730.00 $99,300 $115,700 1,700
44 22 2,383.00 $1,800
44 24 49,658.40 $99,400 $8,500 2,500
44 27 39,518.00 $67,600 $181,000 3,600
44 28 44,866.80 $69,000 $186,500 1,700
44 29 30,368.00 $65,300 $154,800 1,500
44 30 30,419.00 $65,400 $142,400 1,600
44 31 34,108.00 $66,500 $179,800 1,800
44 32 44,866.80 $69,000
44 33 44,431.20 $68,900 $200,300 2,300
44 34 51,400.80 $69,700
44 35 51,400.80 $73,200
44 36 54,885.60 $73,700 $273,000 3,600
44 37 1,109,037.60 $147,600
44 38 40,236.00 $71,200
44 39 45,302.40 $72,500
44 40 45,738.00 $69,100 $152,700 2,800
44 41 53,143.20 $70,000
44 42 58,370.40 $76,000
44 43 57,063.60 $70,400 $179,900 2,600
44 44 74,487.60 $72,500 $174,600 2,000
44 45 58,806.00 $70.600 $170,500 1,700
44 46 69,260.40 $71,800
45 1 63,162.00 $61,300 $127,000 1,600
45 7 6,792.00 $10,000
45 8 21,886.00 $54,900 $79,600 1,200
45 9 23,830.00 $14,100 $10,800
45 1 0 27,866.00 $3,100
45 1 1 31,486.00 $51,300
45 1 2 40,188.00 $52,600
45 13 273,556.80 $35,000
45 1 7 56,192.40 $60,700 $77,000 1,000
45 21 157,687.20 $68,900 $132,900 2,900
45 22 235,224.00 $5,500
45 28 522,720.00 $59,800 $233,800 3,100
45 29 5,688,936.00
45 41 181,645.20 $70,800 $126,400 1,400
1
53 21 167,706.00 $501,700 $509,700 14,000
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RELEVANT ZONING REGULATION
(as copied from the South Hadley Zoning By-Laws)
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section ~
USE REGULATIONS
(A) Applicability
No lot or land shall be used, and no building or
structure shall be erected or used except as set forth
in Pa~t (D), Use Regulations Schedule, of this Section.
(B) Classification of Use
Where an activity might be classified under more
than one of the uses indicated in the Use Regulations
Schedule, the more specific classification shall
determine permissibility; if equally specific, the more
restrictive shall govern.
(C) Symbols
The following symbols used 'in the Use Regulations
Schedule shall have the meanings defined herein:
Y - A permitted use
N An excluded or prohi~ited use
SP A use permitted only with a special' permit
approved by the Planning Board as provided in
Section 9 herein
SA - A use permitted only with a special permit
approved by the Board of Appeals as provided in
section 9 herein.
SPR - A permitted use, but only with a Site Plan
Review from the Planning Board, as provided in
Section 12 herein.
)
~
) )
(0) Us~ R~9ul~tions Schwdulw
Districts
R~::5id~nc~ Agri.::. Busin~ss Industrial
Us~ Cl~55ific~tion A-I fi-2 B C A-I A B A B Gord~n
RESIDENTIAL USES
Singl~-Fomily D~~11ing5 ... v V 'I' V N V Y N N N
Conv~rsion of 5inglQ-f~mily to N SA '( N SA N V Y N N N
two-Fo~ily dUQllings. 05 pro-
vid~d in S••.ction 7
Two-fomily du~11ing5 (n~w) SP SP V N N N SP SP N N N
Thrg~-fo~ily dw~11ings SP SP V V N N SP SP N N N
Mulci-Fo,lIilydUQllings f'jr /I,erQ SP SP SP SPR N N SP SP N N N
thon thr~u~ fomi 1iQ:!5
Lodging housing, dormitoriQs 05 N Y/a V N N N V Y N N N
provid ••.d in SQction 7
Homg OCC'JpOt:. ions. 05 providgd SA SA SA N SA N SA SA N N N
in SQction ;>
Mobi 1Q hO/llQ5(05 provid~d in SP SP SP N N N N N N N N
Sgction 7, Port::s(J) ond (L)
Mobil ••.Homg Parks N I'l N N N N N N N N N
Continuing Cor••.RwtirQmQnt N SP N N N N N N N N N
Co,nmunity
.
:=.
NOTES: o. Limited to r~nting of roo/llsand thQ furnishing of tabl ••.boord to not mor ••.thon four rQ::sidgntp~rsons in 0
du~11in9 occupiQd 05 0 privotQ rgsidQncg.
) ))
Di~t.r-ict~
R •••:5id ••nc •• Agr-ic. Busino;,::5 Jndu:5t.,...iol
U:5Q Cl&::I:5ificotion A-l A-2 B C A-I A B A B Gor-dgn
OPEN SPACE USES
.-
Ag,...i cu 1 tur-<:Il• hor- t.i C'J 1tur- olII1 or- y v y v y '( '( y y y 'f
Flor-icultur-<:Il U:5Q:5 on polll,-c~l:5
or 5 olIIC,...••:5 0'- 11I0r••
Agr i cui tU,...olII1. ho.-tieul turel or y v y y y N Y v N N N
Florieult.urollli U:5Q:5 on polllre•••1:5
or I••" t.hollln5 <:Icr•••,. 0:5 pro-
vidgd in S••etion 7
Cgl1,,;~b~ri••,. cr ••m·~tor i••:5 ~itu,:at.gd y y v y v N Y y N N ,..
•••it.h e ••m ••t.••ri ••::
Po,...t.&bI•• ••.•ood uo.-kin9 mi 115 for N N N N Y N N N N Y 'r'
US" on lots of 1g:5:5 thon
5 &cr ••,
L<:Inding :strip' Fo,- p,-ivotg U~g N N N N y tI N N N Y 'r'
of own •••r:
Stolllbl••:s 0'- ,-iding eeodgmi ••:s. olII' Y/o 'I'/e Y/,:a N Y N 'f 'I' N Y 'r'
provid ••d in Sgct.ion 7
,
.
!'OTES: •• Limitod t.o t.h•• k••••ping of ho.-,~, arId/or poni ••, 4' an OCC ••:550'-Y t.o 0 rQ:lid ••ntiol U~Q.
) )
Oi:strict:s
RQ:5idQnce Agric. 8u:!5inQss Indu:!5trial
U5~ C145:!if'icat.ion A-I A-2 8 C A-I A B A B Gordwn
PUBLIC AND INST ITUTI ONAL USES
Toun bui Idings SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR SPR
Publ ic and privata nonprofit 'r' y y y y y 'y ..' v y y
educational institutions
StructurQ!I u::SQdfor rGligious 'r' '( Y 'I Y Y Y y '( .( y
purposQs
FQdQral and ::statQ govGrnmGnt N N N N N Y Y ..' y y y
bu iIding:s
Public playground and parks 'r' Y y Y y y y ..' v L, Y
Club::s. 10dgG::I. ::social and N SPR SPR/a N N N SPR/o SPR/a N SPR/a SPR/o
community CQntwr bui Idings
Ho:spitol::s, :sanitariums and N SPR/b SPR/b N N N SPR/b SPR/b N SPR/b SPR/b
chari tabl Q !larvicQs
.
•....
co
NOTES: a. Excwpt those t.he chief' activity of' uhich is a gainFul eervicw or activity usually conductQd a~ a business,
including in said WXCQptQd usws, dancing or bo~,ling and like activiti~si and provided that thQrG is no display
or advQrtising visible from thg strewt.
b. EXCGpt not. for contagiou::s disQasGs. nor for the care of' wpileptics or drug or liq'Jor patiQnts. nor for
corrQctional purposws. nor for thw carQ of the insone or f'QQblg-mindwd.
) )
[I1blllE5S USES
F:••.t .••il ,. ••1 • .,
f'•.r :SOft .• }. bu.s:i r •• s~ .•nd pror •.• -
:ii ~r·,.• I a;.,·vi C"i"S
G.~Gli". filling .,t .•.tions
FIIJt'::''''CJt:i '..'oi' ,"4rp_i,. .nd ~"''''t ..•icws
(lp__n .i,.. P4H-ki''''J .for 2S ",•.hie} •.e
".' 1••",./.;1
f'ub lie p .•r·~'i "9 .r ••••a; .••"d
9;0"-"'3"1' (unr ••d:ri ct.d c"f'",:i b.J)
5.••.•: ),-ld-t.41nd c_r d.:".l",. ..s
tL.•," i.",.:&:
~1•.,1 .•." .••1. ",••1 ••,. .~nd •••.r •.•.•'>u~i n9
T·~l~rho~ ••• 4~h.n~~ buildiny~
R~ilro~d or bus P~5$~'\9~'"
~t~tiorl. Qr sh~lt~r_ .nd
•..igl"ot.,-of-••.•••;I
~~'S~""ht p"rk,.. bo ••ling ~ll~ya;
I-Gll ••.•..•k••t:i "'9 ri "k.,
H'J~••.l f< - HGt •.1
Op."" ai..- t:h •. _t .•.r~
5.alO>Jo Qf f' .• r- •.• p,...c-dl..l.:i:~
Tt- .• it)ing or ~duc.tion~l ir)stitu-
·ti Con~ c,p•••..•t.•.d fo•..p"Cofit
Prof~~si~'\41 eu~in.s .•(.$
p"ol'i.:t •••d in S••.c:ti on 1)
a. Prouid ••d that not "0". th~" thirty tt~u~.n.;l <30.000) g••llon~ 0' 9.~Colin•. .,h.l1 b. ~tor .•.d on th. p"'~His.a;. An
.nclos~d lubritoriuH 'or two (2) "01:0r •••hiel •• s•.•••11 b. p~r"itt~d. R~p~i"in'3 of Hotor ••••.•icl.~ out Qf doo •..a;
i~ prohibit.d. Pil1i"9 ~t~tion$ .r~ s~bj••.ct to pr~uisiQn~ in S.ctiCoft 7:
IWTl~S:
A-1
Oi ,.tri<:b;
R•..:.ii cf e oc e- R9ric. f;.,.in~su Ir.dlJ.b-i••1
---.- -----~----.
R-2 rs C A-l It e A B G.rd ••.n---- ----
II N I~ II Sf'R SP~: 5PR I~ SPR II
II II II II SPR SPR SPR SPR SPI=: SPR
II II N II SPR/ •• SPR/ •• SPR/. N SPR II
14 II N II Sf'R/h SI>R/h SPR/h SPR SPR II
II II 14 II " SF-R Sf'R II SPPO II
II II 14 II II If SPR II SPP. II
U If If II SA SA SA II SA If
If 14 II If Sf'F: SF'R SPPO II SPP. SPR
II II II II II If SPR SPR SPR SPR
SF'l".: SPR II II " SN: SPR SPR SPR SPRSF'R Sf'R SP If Sf' Sf'R 5PR SP SPR SP
If If If II If II Y N SPR If
N If If II II N II t4 II II
If II I~ II If If tl II " II/I If II '('Ic If SP/b SPIt;. II SP/b II
N If I. If SPR ::;N.: SPR SPR SPR SPR
SP/I SP ....'1 II If .,. .,. V V 'r' .,.
I I
II
I'
II
II
If
II
SF'Jb
"
c. P,-ouid.d tl·•.••t duri "9 th.•."",,,.t •..,,, of Ju..... J."l'J. A'.Jgust••"d S.pt •.•.•b.r- 0' J .;1....... th •.•.••jor porti on .:of t •.••
pt-~duct(s) ~r~ grown or pt·odu~~.jO~ th~ pr~"i.~3.
d. -:)lJc.:h u:a:v •• ·•.• 11 b..,.d••.•·i,-,.d t:c.. i'",I.:lud"" puuli..:: p.t-~(inq prol.Ji.d ••d f.:..r .• foi- ••.•• nd .r •• ~ llS ••.d -for" v.hicl. ~tor-·9··
T'·,.~" rW9ul.li';', .•5 ~h",11 t"tC,.t: b.•. -=ot.••,trl..J.d t:.:. p,.-vhihit purki,..9 fvr- r*j;i.:t .•.nf:.••••"l"1plQ'j(;4's. 6:l.IstoH.•.r. 0"- visitors
~. r.qui,.••..t t:.ylh •. prc.via;ion• .:.f S••ctio>n 6. P.ar:t (If).
•.. Rout:.::.::s D onl y fro" R.::.utv 202 •. ')uf:h to Chi .;:op •• c:i t:1;I 1i n~ ••
Hout:.•.202. onl';Ifrc.•.•int"""wction of R", ••t •. 3::J 1:0, (;,-.nl:o'.l tCo.m Ii•••.•
Rout •. 116, or.1';1frr••.•L•.•h'.l A•...•.•·• • •sr~."tl. t., ~:it ••Ci r,:I••
F. Rout •• 116. onl';lfro•.•Rit~ Circl~ to int •.rs~ction ~ith RGut. 202.
l~H.n St:•..•.••t, o••lo~ •••..v•.•11"wt;.:>r.5tr ••t ",""ul:h•.•"t to Roul:.• 202.
h. R••.p airir'9 of "0\:0" •.••.hiel.,.,.out of dCoo,-si" pr","'ibit:~d. AutOHr,tivCi'r.•.p.•ir .nd ".n.ic.- ,.t."'P~.••r• .,,,bj.ct to
prc..vi~iotl" of S.ct:ioro '7. fir•••.n.:los .•.d lubritoriuJ1 fo,... of:wo (2) Ht.:)t:e",- v+hicl.~ sh.&ll t:.. •. p ••rt1itt • ..:I, 4:Ind r.o~ "'0'-"
th~r, 30,000 9.110n& ~f' 9~~olir,~ ~t).ll b~ sto,....don th. p,-~t1i~~•.
?
(D) U:sg R~9ulotioros Schgdul., (Contin'.Jwd)
Oi:5trict~
Rg:sidgnce Agric. 8u~ings:s Indu:st:.riol
USQ Cla:s:siFica~icn A-I A-2 B C A-l A B Ft B G ••rd.,n
INOUST~IAL USES
Ggngrol monuFocluring u:sgS not N N N N N N N SP/ •• SPR SPR SPR
cOI1"lIonlycon:5id•••rgd hozordous
or no)(iou:s
Ot:.her monufocturing USgS cOfl,monly N N N N N N N N N SP N
con:sidgred hazardous or
no:>(iou~, a~ providwd in
5,",cti0'-, 7
OTHER
Accg:ssory USQ~ to pgrmitted V V V V '( V ..•. 'I' V V V
principal uses, .s provided
in Section 7 .
Eorth removal and ~xtraction of V '( V V V V V V V '( V
gr.:.vel, ~ond. ~oi 1 and
kindred m ••teri~ls. as provided
in Section 9
Extgn:sion or alteration of
existing non-conforming use or
:st,.ucture a~ provided in S•••c. 2 SP SP SP SP SP SP SP SP SP SP 5P
(F)
.
NOTES:
t __
o
a. ProvidQd t.hat.not 1I'0r•••t.han on~ p••.r·:so,.,sh411 b•••g'T.ployed For eech ::event.y (70) :squorQ feQt. of floor or.,o and in
no CaS •••:5"'411 a t.ot.olof mor •••t.hon se ..••en thou:sand (7.000) =qu-sre f'~et_of the premise:s be dwvoted to :S'.Jchuse.
"(B) Oim ••.nsion41 R••.gul .••tion::sSch ••.dl.Jl~ for Sui Iding:s ond Stro.Jctur•••:s (Cont:inu ••.d)
Minimum Min. Lot t-,ox.Lot Min. Yo I-oj S••tbock M~x. H~ight.
Lot Arg"" Front~g •• Co.,••.rog .•• (ft. ) (ft. :'
Zoning Di:5tricts (:sq. ft.) (ft. :. (%) t-ront ~lCl'" I(Q.:or" ::.torlQ:S !-Q••.t
AGRICULTURAL
B",,:sicRequir ••.mgnts:
Principol U:SQ:5 30,000 150/"" 30/f .qO/b 20/c 25 Non ••./Q None/~
Accg:s:sory U:SQ::5 -- --- IO/f .qO/b 20/c 10/d 1·lon••/ow> None/ .••
Spgciol R&quirgmQnt:s if"
Differgnt from Above:
T••.lephone Qxch""ngQs. 3
10dgQ::5. :soci",,14nd
communi~y c••.ntgr bldg:s.
Church ••.s :schools, col- 6 60
leges, librarie:s, town
bldg:s •• 8. simi l""r
NOTES:
a. Front4ge whgn m••",,:suredon .:In in5 idg cU'-Vg m""y bg
on thg f'ront s••.tbock 1in••., ond thg ,niniml.Jmtot""l
l~:s:sth .••n 150 Fggt:. It mu~t:, how ••.vgr bg a minimum of' 150 fggt
lot. or ••.••!lIUSt bg ~O.OOO :sqLJ4r••.f ••.••.t.. 1'..)0,
b. (S""mQ a:5 note b 'or RESIDENCE A-I district.)
c. (Same a:s note c 'or RESIDENCE A-I di:strict.)
d. (S••mg a:s not.•• d fer RESIDENCE A-l di:strict.)
Q. For re:sid••.ntial building:s only, height:. provi:sion:s of RESIDENCE A-I di:st:rict:s :shall ""PP1W'
f. Totol lot covgr""ge of princip""l ""nd occe:s:sory u:sgs :sh.••ll not QxcgQd 30~.
,
(B) Dim~n~ic.nel RQgLJietion:s Sch •••dul~ For Building~ and Stn.Jctur~:s (Continuo;jd)
Minilllu'T' Min. Lot Max. Lot Min. Yar-d Sotback t1ax. H-.ight
Lot ftro;;>.~ Front.:ogo;j Cov~rag ••. (Ft. ) (ft. )
Zoning Di~trict~ (:sq. ft.) (ft:) (%) -Front Sid ••. I<-'.:lr Storlg~ F~wt
INDUSTRIAL A
Ba:sic R-.quirgm~nt:s:
Principal U:s~~ 40,000 200 "'lO/b 25 20/c 20/c -- 40
Accg:s:sory U:s~:s -- --- 15/b 25 20/c 20/c -- 40
INDUSTRIAL B
Be:sic Rgquirgm~nt:s:
Principal U~g:s N.:.ng. Non-. 75/a,b Nong/a NonQ/a Non~/'a 6/a 75/a
Accg:s:sory U:sg:s N.~no;j Non ••. 2D/.:s,b r~ong/.:s Nonw/a Non ••./a &/40 75/a
INDUSTRIAL GARDEN
Ba:sic Rgquirgmgnt:s:
Principal U:sg~ 75.000 250 35/b 75 50 50 3 40
Accg:s~ory U:sg:s -- --- lS/b 75 50 50 3 40
wo
NOTES:
o. A building or :structuro;!u:sgd in wh,~l~ or in p.1:lrtfor rg:sid••.nti~l p'.Jrpo::sg:s:sh411coonply ~,ith th •••rgquirwmgnt.:s for
thg RESIDENCE B di:strict.
b. Tot.al lot COVgr40gg of prin.=:ip.e.land ac.:;o:s:s.:.rl,ju:sg~ :shall not Qxcggd ,110:0:. pwr"lllittgdfor princip.:tl U:SOJ.
c. Minimum :sido 8. ("gar yard dilngn::sion~ 4rw 50 ft. whon abutting a r~~idwntial zorie-,
(C)
<:>
.,..
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Accessory Uses and Buildings
I
I
An accessory use of land or structure is a use for
a ~ur~ose customarily incidental to the main or
pr1nc1ple use permitted in the district. An accessory
building or structure is unattached to, subordinate in
size to, and used for a purpose incidental to, a
principal use or building.
Accessory uses and buildings customarily incident
to anr use permitted in the Use Regulations Schedule
(Sect1on 5) are permitted in the corresponding
districts, provided that such accessory use or building
shall not be offensive or dangerous to life by reason of
fire, and provided further, that such accessory use or
building shall not include any activity conducted for
gain.
(0)
No private way or walk shall give access across or
upon a lot in anr district to a business or industry,
exce~t to an agr1cultural, horticultural or
flor1cultural use on an adjoining lot as permitted in
the Use Regulations Schedule.
In industrial districts, accessory uses or
activities necessary in connection with scientific
research or scientific development or related
production, not necessarily on the same parcel as said
primary uses or activities, are permitted by special
permit from the Planning Board acting as the special
permit granting authority, provided that the Planning
Board finds that the proposed accessory use does not
SUbstantially derogate from the public good.
Agricultural, Horticultural and Floricultural Uses
A9ricultural, horticultural and floricultural uses
shall 1nclude produce farms, truck gardens, dairies,
nurseries, wood lots, ~reenhouses, harvesting of natural
ice, and similar pursu1ts yielding food, fiber or .
decorative plants.
On parcels of less than five (5) acres, in ~ll
districts except Residence A-l, A~ricultural, and
Industrial A, the following restr1ctions apply: The
keeping and raising of pigs, rabbits, livestock,
pigeons, whether raised for table or other purposes, or
other like objectionable uses are prohibited. The
keeping of poultry is restricted to a small flock for
the use of the resident occupant only. The flock shall
be confined in an enclosure not less than ten (10) feet
from any lot line and not less than twenty-five (25)
feet from any building used for human habitation •
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L For the purpose of this By-Law, a small flock shallmean and shall not exceed one unit of pouttry to each
five hundred (500) square feet of lot area but in no
case more than twelve (12) such units of any lot. The
building and enclosure for the keeping of poultry
permitted herein shall not exceed one twentieth (1/20)
of the area of the lot on which it is located, and any
building so used shall be limited to one story in
height. The use of such enclosure or building for the
keeping of poultry shall be accessory to a dwelling
existing on the same lot or on an abutting lot. Any
greenhouse on such a parcel shall not be conducted as a
business, and any greenhouse heating plant shall be
located at least twenty (20) feet from any lot line.
On parcels of less than five (5) acres in Residence
A-1 districts, the keeping and raising of poultry--as
well as pigs, rabbits, livestock, pigeons and other like
objectionable uses--is prohibited. Any greenhouse on
such a parcel shall not be conducted as a business, and
any greenhouse heating plant strall, be located at least
twenty (20) feet from any lo~ line.
On parcels of less than five (5) acres in
Agricultural districts, the above-described restrictions
shall not apply.
Agricultural, horticultural and floricultural uses
are prohibited entirely on parcels of less than five (5)
acres in Industrial A districts.
(E) Stables and Riding Academies
(1) Accessory to Residential Use. The keeping of
horses and/or ponies and a private stable, for
personal use, are permitted as accessories to
residential uses in accordance with the following
conditions:
a. The minimum acreage required for not more than
one (1) horse, pony or stable shall be 32,500
square feet. One additional horse or pony
shall be permitted for each 15,000 square feet
over the minimum of 32,500 sguare feet of
useable land area not includ~ng the square
footage for principal and accessory buildings.
Foals under six (6) months are not counted.
b. The location of the stable shall be not less
than one hundred (100) feet from any street
line, and not less than thirty (30) feet from
any side lot line, and not less than twenty-
five (25) feet from a rear lot line, and not
less than forty (40) feet from any dwelling.
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c. The area to be used for the keeping of horses
and/or ponies shall have adequate fencing to
contain the animal(s) within thej property
boundaries.
d. Stables, corrals and yards shall be pro~erly
drained and reasonably free from exceSS1ve
odor, dust and mud, so as not to create a
nuisance or health hazard, to the community or
to surrounding property owners, from an air or
drainage pollution standpoint.
e. Maintenance of the stable and property used in
the keeping of horses and/or ponies shall
conform to all regulations of the local Board
of Health and state Health Authorities.
(2) Ridinq Academies. The term "ridin9 academies"
shall be interpreted to include pr~vate club riding
stables, rental and hacking stables, livery and
boarding stables. Where permitted in conformance
with the Use RegUlations Schedule (Section 5), such
uses shall meet the following conditions:
a. The minimum acreage required shall be a parcel
or tract of land of at least ten (10) acres •.
b. The location of barns, stables, riding rings,
corrals and accessory facilities shall be
located at least one hundred seventy-five (175)
feet from any street line and not less than ·one
hundred (100) feet from any side or rear lot
line.
c. Sufficient off-street parking facilities shall
be provided to accommodate all users and
visitors to the property.
d. The conditions described in (l)c, (l)d, and
(l)e (above), relating to fencing, nuisances
and health regulations, shall also apply to
riding academies.
(F) Conversion of Single-Family to Two-Family Dwelling
In cpnformance with the provisions of section 9,
and subject to the additional requirements described
herein, the special permit granting authority may
approve a special permit allowing for a single-family
dwelling or other suitable structure to be altered and
improved and facilities added for a second housekeeping
unit on a lot, in such Districts where permitted under
the Use Regulations Schedule, section S, Part (D).
,,---,,'"
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Gypsum, cement, plaster or plaster of paris
manufacture
Incineration or reduction of or dumping of offal,
garbage or refuse on a commercial basis (except
where controlled by the Town)
Junk yard, junk storage, scrapping of autos and parts
and the salvage thereof
Linoleum manufacture
Match manufacture
Paint and lacquer manufacture
Petroleum refining and the bulk storage of petroleum
products
Pyroxylin plastic manufacture
Rubber, natural or synthetic, or gutte-percha
manufactured from crude or scrap material
Sewage disposal plant (except where controlled by the
Town)
Soap, tallow, grease or lard manufacture
Slaughterhouse
Sulphurous, sulphuric, nit~ic or hydrochloric acid
Manufacture
Tannery
Tar or asphalt roofing manufacture
Tar products manufacture
Tire recapping or retreading
All other enterprises or uses commonly 'regarded as
hazardous or offensive.
(H) Industrial Garden Districts
In addition to all other applicable provisions of
this By-Law, and any to the contrary notwithstanding,
the following requirements shall be controlling within
the Industrial Garden District:
(1) Ways and Intersections with Public Ways. All ways
upon any lot in an Industrial Garden District shall
conform to the following de~ign standards:
a. Entrances or exits to public ways of the Town
shall be approved by the Board of Public Works
as to locations and construction, and shall be
designed to minimize potential traffic hazards.
b. Ways shall be laid out so as to intersect as
nearly as possible at right angles. In no case
shall street intersections be less than sixty
(60) degrees.
c. street lines at all intersections shall be \
rounded with a curve at each corner which has a
radius of not less than thirty (30) feet.
(2)
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When the intersection of two streets varies
more than ten (10 ) degrees from a right angle,
the radius of the curve at the obtuse angle may
be less, and at the acute angle shall be
greater than thirty (30) feet.
d. On any way where the grade exceeds three (3%)
percent on the approach to the intersection, a
leveling area with a slope of less than one
(1%) percent shall be provided for a distance
of not less than fifty (50) feet measured from
the nearest exterior line of the intersecting
street.
(3)
e. Ways shall have a minimum width of traveled way
of thirty (30) feet. No grade shall be greater
than six (6%) percent nor less than one-half of
one (1/2%). percent.
f. Granite curb inlets shall be furnished at all
catch basins located within the way.
Bituminous concrete berms, granite or concrete
curbing shall be required along street edges
where grades exceed four (4%) percent, where
catch basins are located, at street
intersection returns and where special
conditions require. Bituminous concrete berms
shall be constructed with a berm machine,
providing a base from eight (8) inches to ten
(10) inches and a height of ei~ht (8) inches.
The height of the berm above f~nished gutter
grade shall be a minimum of five (5) inches.
Exterior construction. The exterior facing of the
front elevation and side walls of any building in
the Industrial Garden District shall be finished
with brick, natural or manufactured stone, terra
cotta, glass, aluminum or other structural exterior
material of equal durability and architectural
effect.
Landscaping. No less than two-thirds (2/3) of the
front setback and side yard areas of any building
shall be provided with grass lawns, shrubbery or
other appropriate landscaping.
Rubbish and Trash. All rubbish, trash, scrap or
other waste material incident to the uses of the
building occupation shall be stored within a
structure compatible with the requirements of
Paragraph (2) above or in a manner which shall be
sheltered from public view, provided that such
material is not placed closer to the side lot lines
(4)
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than the sides of the principal building: and
further provided that such material shall not be
stored within fifty (50) feet of the rear lot line.
(5) Flammable Materials. All flammable materials
stored in quantities in excess of one hundred (100)
gallon containers and which are required to be
licensed under General Laws Chapter 148, Section 9,
as amended, shall be stored below ground and below
the mean grade level of the lot on which the
storage is required, or otherwise suitably
enclosed.
(6) Fences. No fences shal.l be more than one-quarter
(1/4) solid.
(7) General Provisions. In addition to restrictions
appearing elsewhere.in this By-Law, no use of land
in the Industrial Garde!n District is permitted
which is unreasonably objectionable because of
excessive noise, vibration, .offensive odor, smoke
or any other reason which may render the use or
occupancy of the land and buildings a nuisance.
(8) Subdivisions. subdivision within the Industrial
Garden District shall conform to the sUbdivision
control law as adopted by the Town of South Hadley,
and shall further conform to the subdivision rules
and regulations of the Planning Board.
(I) Location of Automobile services
Public garages, automobile repair shops, greasing
stations, storage battery service stations, gasoline
filling stations, or any of their appurtenances or
accessory uses shall hereafter be erected or placed at
least twenty~five (25) feet from any Residence or
Agricultural 'District unless the spaces so used are
entirel¥ enclosed in masonry or concrete walls and have
roofs w~thout openings, except skylights having metal
frames and fixed metal sash, glazed with wire glass.
Such buildings shall have no entrances or exits for
motor vehicles within a radius of one hundred (100) feet
of any school, librar¥, church, playground, or
institution for the s~ck, blind or feeble, or for
children under sixteen (16) years of age.
(J) Residential Cluster Development
In order to enable and to encourage flexibility in
design and development of land in such a manner as to
promote the most appropriate use of the land, to
facilitate the adequate and economical provision of
streets and utilities, and to preserve the natural and
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Each applicant for said earth removal permit shall
file with the Planning Board a map prepared at the
expense of the applicant, showing the existing contours
of the land and the contours as they are proposed after
completion of the operations. Such map or plan shall be
accurately drawn on reproducible paper or cloth, the
contour interval being two (2) feet, and shall contain
complete information to make the physical
characteristics clear. No permit shall be issued until
such plan has been filed with the Planning Board, the
approval of said Planning Board recorded on the plan,
and a copy of said approved plan submitted to the
Building Commissioner.
No applicant shall carryon operations above or
below such a grade as may be fixed by the Planning Board
without, on each occasion, obtaining the permission of
said Board in writing, but a tolerance of six inches
shall be permitted during or at the termination of
operations.
A permit issued for the removal or addition of
sand, gravel, or loam shall state the time within which
work is to be carried on and finished and the land
brou9ht to the predetermined grade, but the Building
Comm~ssioner with the approval of the Planning Board,
and without consent of any surety, may extend the permit
from time to time.
The Planning Board may reguire a bond in a
SUfficient penal sum with suff1cient surety or sureties
conditioned on the performance of the requirements
herein set forth and of the conditions of the permit.
(F) Signs
(l) Signs in Business and Industrial Districts. Signs
pertaining to the occupant of the premises or to
the type of goods sold or services rendered on the
premises are permitted in the Business A-l,
Business A, Business B, Industrial A, Industrial B,
and Industrial Garden Districts, provided the
following requirements are adhered to:
a. The sign or signs shall be attached parallel to
the wall of the principal building; the
aggregate area of such a sign or signs on any
one face of a building shall be less than ten
(10%) percent of the area of such buildin9 face
including openings; and such signs of a p~tched
roof more than ten (10%) percent of the average
height of the front elevation of such building.
No sign shall be painted on the wall of any
building.
(2)
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b. One free-standing sign is permitted per lot if
located at least thirty (30) feet from an
adjoinin9 lot line and ten (lO) feet from the
street l~ne and does not exceed an area of one
(l) square for each four (4) lineal feet of lot
frontage occupied by the premises, or sixty
(60) square feet, wh~chever is the smaller.
c. Signs with any moving or flashing ~art, all
signs of the traveling light or an~mated type,
and all beacons and flashing devices, whether a
part of, attached to, or apart from a sign are
prohibited. All illumination of signs must be
arranged and shielded so that the source shall
not be visible from a public way or adjacent
property.
A temporary real estate sign, advertising the
availability of the property for sale, may be
erected for a period exte~ding only until such
property is sold. Such.sign shall not exceed
twenty (20) square feet in area and shall be
located at least ten (lO) feet from the street line
or on a building if in closer proximity to the
street line.
•Signs in Residence and Agricultural Districts. All
signs are prohibited in Residence and Agricultural
districts, except the following:
a. Signs for home occupations, as provided in
Section 7, Part (A), of this By-Law.
b. A single sign, not more than four (4) square
feet in area, located flat on a building or
dwelling in a Residence C district, identifying
the name of the buildin9' Any illumination of
such sign shall be cont~nuous indirect
lighting.
c. Real estate signs having an area of not more
than five (5) square feet advertising the sale,
rental or lease of the premises on which they
are maintained.
(3) Political Signs. Political signs, including but
not limited to signs advertising or promotin9
candidates for public office or urging posit1ons on
questions appearing on the ballot of a re9ular or
special election, are prohibited in all d1stricts
unless such signs are affixed to the interior of a
building or to a motorized, registered vehicle.
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Traffic Control. Traffic control and directional
signs by Municipal, state and Federal agencies are
permitted in all districts.
Directional Signs. Directional signs by private
nonprofit inst~tutions or nonprofit organizations
shall also be allowed in all districts, provided
however that such signs shall be subject to the
following limitations:
a. The maximum size of such signs shall be three
hundred (300) square inches.
b. No more than three (3) such signs shall be
permitted for any institution or organization.
c. Any such sign erected or installed within the
boundaries of a street must be approved by the
Town Engineer in order to insure that it does
not constitute a safety hazard.
(G) Off-Street Parking
(4)
(5)
All new structures and additions or extensions on
existing structures shall be provided with off-street
parking spaces in accordance with the foll~wing
specifications:
(1)
(2)
Location. Parking facilities shall be located on
the same lot with the principal use they are
required to serve. In no case shall parking for a
nonresidential use be permitted in a Residence or
Agricultural District. In Residence C, Business
and Industrial Districts, parking space and access
drives shall be located no closer than ten (10)
feet to any adjoining residential property or
adjoining property in a Residence District, and
parking space shall be arranged so that vehicles
will not need to back into the street. Not more
than two (2) access drives shall be permitted per
lot per facing street. Any portion of any access
drive shall be at least twenty (20) feet from the
street line of an intersecting street.
Size and Surfacing. Each required parkin9 space
shall be not less than nine (9) feet in w~dth and
shall have a minimum area of one hundred eighty
(180) square feet exclusive of drives or aisles.
Parking areas and access drives shall be surfaced
with a bituminous binder, concrete, asphalt, gravel
or crushed stone. Access drives shall be twenty-
four (24) feet or less in width at their
intersection with the street right-af-way line.
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(3) Screening. Screening consisting of a woven wood or
similar closed surface or wall not to exceed five
(5) feet in height, or a dense evergreen hedge,
shall be provided and properly maintained in order
to effectively screen parking areas for five (5) or
more vehicles from any adjoining property in a
Residence District or any adjoining residential
property in any other district.
(4) Rul~s of Int~rpretation. In the case of mixed
uses, the parking spaces required shall be the sum
of the requirements for the various individual uses
computed separately. Parking spaces for one use
shall not be considered as providing the required
parking for any other use.
Where individual seats are not provided in an
establishment, each eighteen (18) inches of benches
or similar seating shall be considered as one seat
for purposes of com~uting required parking
capacity. When add1tions are made to an existing
structure, the determination of the required
parking spaces shall be based on the total increase
which the structure has undergone since the
effective date of this amendment, whether such
total increase occurs at one time or in successive
stages.
Schedule of Reauirements. The quantity of off-
street parking provided shall conform to the
following schedule:
(5)
USE
Single-Family dwelling
Two-, three- or multiple-
family dwellings
Accessorr uses in Resid-
ence Dl.stricts
Housing for the elderly
Roomin9, boarding and
lodg1ng houses (where
either the principal
or accessory use)
Hospitals
REQUIRED MINIMUM/
(PERMITTED MAXIMUM)
PARKING SPACES
2 per family; (max. 4)
2 spaces per unit for
up to 50 units and 1.5
spaces for each unit
over 50
1 per each 300 sq. ft.
of accessory use;
(max. 5 spaces)
1 for each 2 families
1 for each sleeping
room
1 per bed
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(1) Location. The location on a lot of a pool and its
appurtenant structures shall conform to the minimum
front, side and rear yard requirements of the
respective zoning district, but in no case shall
the pool be located nearer than ten (10) feet to
any side or rear lot line.
(2) Fencing. All in-ground pools shall be enclosed by
a fence of at least four (4) feet high and of a
type not readily climbed by children. Above-ground
pools shall have a removable ladder which is
removed at all times when the swimming pool is not
~n use.
(3) Operation. The operation and maintenance of all
pools shall comply with the rules and regulations
of the Board of Health.
(K) Minimum Floor Area Requirements
Each dwelling unit in a two-family (new or
converted) three-family, or multi-family structure shall
contain a minimum floor area qf 'four hundred twenty
(420) square feet. In computing the required minimum
floor area, only the area devoted to the exclusive use
of the dwelling unit for living purposes shall be
considered. storage areas, hallways, breezeways,
balconies, foyers, and other areas in commoQ w1th other
tenants shall not be included.
(1)
(L) Flood Plain Regulations
Purposes. These flood plain regulations are
intended to provide standards for the use of those
lands deemed subject to seasonal or periodic
flooding, and are enacted for the following
purposes:
a. To eliminate potential dangers to the health
and safety of occupants of said lands, or of
the pUblic generally;
b. To prevent loss and damage to property, and
relieve the burden from the public of costs
resulting from the unwise use of said lands;
and
c. To retain the natural storage capacity of the
water-shed, and assure the continuation of the
natural flow pattern of water courses within
the Town, in order to avoid encroachment on the
floodplain which would increase the extent and
severity of flooding up- and downstream.
(2 )
,
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Flood Plain District. The Flood Plain District is
herein established as an overlay district. The
Flood Plain District includes all special flood
hazard areas designated as Zone A, Al-30 on the
South Hadle¥ Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM), and
all areas w~thin the limits of the 100 year flood
boundary indicated on the Flood Boundary and
Floodway map, said maps dated August 15, 1979
having been prepared by the U.S. De~t. of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) and hav~ng been placed
on file with the Town Clerk, Planning Board and
Building Commissioner. These maps as well as the
accompanying South Hadley Flood Insurance study are
incorporated herein by reference.
The above-described Flood Plain District is
hereinafter also referred to as the flood plain.
The floodway is hereby defined to include: (1) the
area shown as within the floodway on .the above-
referenced maps, and (2) the area within the flood
plain which lies ten (10) feet or more below the
elevation of the flood pla'in limits. The
boundaries of the floodway shall be determined by
the limits of the more extensive of the aforesaid
areas.
within Zone A, where the base flood elevation is
not provided on the FIRM, the applicant for any
building permit shall obtain any existin9 base
flood elevation data and it shall be rev~ewed by
the Building Commissioner for its reasonable
utilization toward meeting the elevation or
floodproofing requirements, as appropriate, of this
Section and of the state Building Code.
(3) Permitted Uses. Within the flood plain but outside
of the floodway, all uses as permitted in the
applicable zoning district are allowed, provided
that the lowest floor, including basement or
cellar, of any building or structure is constructed
at an elevation of at least one (1) foot above the
elevation of the flood plain limits as defined in
the above-referenced maps.
Within the floodway, only uses not involving a
building, such as farming, forest management,
nurseries, conservation areas, parks, playgrounds,
boat landing ramps, public utility wires and pipe
lines, and vehicular parking areas are permitted.
Open storage of materials or equipment subject to
flotation or washing away, such as lumber storage,
is not a permitted use nor is the storage of
inflammable liquids such as petroleum.
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The addition or filling of soils, gravel, rocks,
waste materials or other substances to raise the
elevation or contours of land in the floodway is
prohibited.
(4) Exce~tions. The Planning Board, acting as the
spec~al permit granting authoritr, may grant a
special permit for the constructlon of non-
residential structures or buildings in the flood
plain but not in the floodwar, ~rovided that the
following conditions are satlsfled:
a. The building or st.ructure is a permitted use in
the applicable zoning district; and
b. Such building or structure shall be designed
and constructed to meet the structural design
requirements for floodproofing as specified in
Section 748.2 of the Massachusetts state
Building Code, as amended, up to an elevation
not less than two (2) ,feet above the elevation
of the flood plain limits. Working plans and
specifications bearing the seal of a registered
architect or engineer shall be submitted to the
Planning Board and the Building Commissioner to
Verify that the proposed construction will
withstand flood conditions as set, forth in said
state Building Code.
The Planning Board may attach conditions to
such special permit to protect the health and
safety of the occupants of the premises, to
~revent loss and damage to the property, and to
lnsure that constructl0n and improvements on
the land will not result in flood channel
impoundments creating hazardous conditions for
those properties upstream from that of the
applicant.
(M) Solar Access
( 1) Purpose. In view of the existing shortage of
conventional ener9Y sources, it has been determined
to be in the publlC interest to encourage the use
of solar energy for heating and cooling of
buildings and providing hot water ~or use in
buildings or swimming pools. The use of solar
collectors for this purpose requires adequate
access to sunlight by each lot without obstruction
by adjacent structures. It is the intent of this
section to encourage the use of solar collectors by
protecting access to sunlight in a manner
consistent with the other purposes of this By-La1N'.
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Section .2.
SPECIAL PERMITS
(A) Authority
The Planning Board and the Board of Appeals are
hereby declared special permit granting authorities, and
are authorized to hear and decide upon applications for
special permits in accordance with the law of the
Commonwealth and the provisions of this By-Law. The
special permit granting authority (hereinafter, SPGA)
shall hear and approve, approve with modifications or
conditions, or disapprove all applications for special
permits. No special permit shall be authorized unless
specific provision for such special permit is made in
this By-Law.
(B) Application Procedure
(1) Applications
a. Applications for special' permits shall be filed
with the Planning Board or Board of Appeals, as
appropriate, on forms provided for this
purpose. Applicants for special permits shall
file a copy of said completed for~ with the
Town Clerk.
b. The size, form, contents and style of plans and
specifications required as part of an
application for a special permit are contained
in the Rules and Regulations of the SPGA, a
copy of which is on file in the Town Clerk's
office.
c. The procedure for the submission of Special
Permits is prescribed in the Rules and
Regulations of the SPGA, a copy of which is on
file in the Town Clerk's,office.
d. All plans and documents required by this By-Law
shall be considered integral parts of an
application. Applications shall be subject to
such Rules and Regulations relating to scale,
dimensions, legend, form, fees and other
information as may from time to time be
promulgated by the SPGA. The SPGA may require
additional information in order to review an
application adequately and make a decision.
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(2) Notification. Following the filing of an
application, and before taking any action on the
proposed special permit, the SPGA shall hold a
public hearing on the application within sixty-five
(65) calendar days. Notice of the time and place
of such public hearing, of the subject matter,
sufficient for identification, and of the place
where applications, texts and maps thereof may be
inspected shall be published in a newspaper of
general circulation in South Hadley once in each of
two (2) successive weeks, the first pUblication to
be not less than fourteen (14) calendar days before
the day of the hearing, and such notice shall be
posted in the Town Hall for a period of not less
than fourteen (14) days before the day of said
hearing. Notification of such public hearing shall
be mailed to all parties in interest as provided in
section 11 of this By-Law.
within twenty-one (21) calendar days followin9 the
filing of an application, and before the publ~c
hearing, the SPGA may hold a public forum on an
application for a special permit. Notice of said
public forum shall be published in a newspaper of
general circulation not less than seven (7) days
prior to the forum.
(3)
(4)
(5)
The SPGA may require that the applicant or his
representative(s) be present at such public forum
as a .condition of approval of the special permit.
Hearings. Public hearings on applications for
special permits shall be conducted in accordance
with the provisions of section 11 of the By-Law.
Decisions. within ninety (90) calendar days
following a public hearing, the SPGA shall decide
to approve, approve with modifications or
conditions, or disapprove an application for a
special permit. The SPGA shall inform, in writing,
the applicant, the Building Commissioner, the Town
Clerk, and the Board of Selectmen of its decision
and its reasons therefore.
Building or Occupancy Permits. Only after a
special permit has been approved by the SPGA, and
the appeal period specified in Part (E) has
elapsed, and the decision of the SPGA has been
recorded in the Registr¥ of Deeds, may the Building
commissioner issue a bu~lding or occupancy permit.
Any such building or occupancy permit must conform
to all conditions or modifications attached to said
special permit by the SPGA.
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(6) Vote. Approval of a special permit application, or
approval with modifications or conditions, shall
require an affirmative vote of at least four (4) of
five (5) members of the Planning Board, or a
unanimous affirmative vote of three (3) members of
the Board of Appeals, or as provided by state
statute.
(7) Expiration of Permit. A special permit secured
under the provisions of this section by vote of the
SPGA shall expire if the work or change involved is
not commenced within one year of the date on which
the special permit is authorized, and if the work
or change is not sUbstantially completed within
two (2) years.
(8) Eligible Permittees. Application for a special
permit may be made by a person or corporate entity
and, if approved, shall be granted to said person
or entity. No special permit approved by the SPGA
in accordance with this section may be transferred
or conveyed to any other p~rson or entity other
than the original grantee. ' ,
(C) Standards for special Permits
In its decision the SPGA must make written findings
on the following mandatory standards, requiring that a
proposed use will:
(1) Be compatible in type and scale with adjacent land
uses and with the character of the neighborhood in
which it located:
(2) Be in harmony with the general purpose and intent
of this By-Law;
(3) Constitute no significant hazard to abutters,
pedestrians, or vehicles; and
(4) Constitute no nuisance by reason of excessive air,
water or noise pollution, or b¥ structures or
accessories which are deemed vlsually objectionable
in light of prevailing community standards.
In addition, the SPGA may include in its written
findings, where applicable, consideration of any or all
of the following criteria to be satisfied by the
proposed use, building or structure:
(5) The need for the proposed use in the proposed
location;
(6) Access to the site from existing or proposed roads,
and to proposed structures thereon, with particular
reference to pedestrian and automotive safety and
convenience, traffic flow and control, and access
in case of fire or emergency;
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(7) The adequacy and configuration of offstreet parking
and loading areas, including their nuisance and
economic impact on adjoining ~roperties and on
properties generally In the dlstrict;
(8) The availability and capacity of public services,
facilities, and utilities;
(9) Visual and noise screening and buffering;
(10) Harmony of si9ns and exterior lighting, if any,
with surround~ng properties;
(11) Required yards and open space;
(12) The amount and type of wastes to be generated by
the proposed use and the adequacy of proposed
disposal systems;
(13) The impact of the proposed use on the land, surface
water and subsurface water, and their ability to
sustain such use without degradation;
v.
(14) The location of the site; and proposed buildings or
structures thereon, with respect to flood plains
and floodways of rivers or streams; or
(15) The absence of any other characteristic of the
proposed use that will be hazardous, harmful,
offensive or will otherwise adversely affect the
environment or the value of the neighborhood or the
community.
(16) Provisions for energy conservation, for the use of
renewable energy sources, and for protection of
solar access.
(D) Conditions Attached to Special Permits
(1) specifications. upon consideration of the
standards and/or criteria listed above, the SPGA
may attach such conditions or modifications to a
special permit, in addition to those required
elsewhere in this By-Law, that it finds necessary
to further the purposes of this By-Law. violation
of any of these conditions or modifications shall
be a violation of this By-Law. Such conditions or
modifications may include, but are not limited to,
specifications for: type of construction,
increased setbacks and yards, landscaping and
screens or buffers, operational controls, sureties,
deed restrictions, restrictive covenants, locations
of parking and si~ns; or any other conditions
necessary to fulflll the purposes of this By-Law.
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( 2 ) Submission of Information. In order to secure
information-Upon which to base its determination,
the SPGA may require the applicant to furnish, in
addition to the information required for an
application for a special permit, such further
information as it deems necessary to establish its
findings.
(3) Performance Guarantee. A performance guarantee may
be required ~rior to and as a condition of the
Special Perm~t Granting Authority's approval of the
Special Permit.
(4) Special Municipal Account. The applicant has paid
the Special Municipal Account review fee as
determined by the Board.
(E) Appeal Period
No special permit, or any extension, .mod i.f i ca t.Lon
or renewal thereof, shall take effect until a copy of
the decision bearing the certification of the Town Clerk
that twenty (20) da~s have eLapsed and no ap~eal has
been filed or that lf such appeal' has been flIed, that
it has been dismissed or denied, is recorded in the
Hampshire County Registry of Deeds in the grantor index
under the name of the owner of record or is recorded and
noted on the owner's certificate of title ••
(F) Assessment of Costs
Costs of notice of the public hearing, and the fee
for recording or registering a special permit with the
Registry of Deeds, shall be paid by the applicant.
(G) Repetitive Petitions
No petition or application for a special permit
under this Section which has been unfavorably acted upon
by the SPGA shall be considered on its merits by said
SPGA within two (2) years after the date of such
unfavorable action, except with the consent of all
members of the Planning Board.
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section li
SITE PLAN REVIEW
A. Purpose
The purpose of site plan review is to ensure that new
development is designed in a manner which reasonablY
protects visual and environmental qualities and property
values of the Town, to assure adequate drainage of
surface water, and safe vehicular access, and is
consistent with the Zoning By-Laws and Building
RegUlations.
B. Projects Requiring site Plan Review
1- the construction or exterior expansion of commercial
structures;
2. the construction or exterior expansion of industrial
structures;
3. any other use specified in section 5(D), Schedule of
Use Regulations, which indicates site P~an Review is
required
No special permit or building permit shall be applied for
or issued for any of the above uses unless a site plan
has been endorsed by the Planning Board, after
consultation with other boards, including but not limited
to the following: Building Commissioner, Board of
Health, Electric Light Department, Water Department,
Conservation Commission, DPW Su~erintendent, Fire
Department, Tree Warden and Pol1ce Department.
Any new construction or expansion for which MEPA is
required shall be' exempt from the requirements of this
section.
Any new construction of 3,000 gross square feet or less,
or exterior expansion under 3,000 gross square feet
shall be exempt from the requirements of this section.
The Planning Board shall waive any and all requirements
of site plan ap~roval for exterior expansions provided
that the expanS10n is less than 25% of the existing floor
area.
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C. Application
Each application for site Plan Review shall be submitted
to the Planning Board on the appropriate form,
accompanied by the required number of copies of the site
plan. A copy of the application form shall be
concurrently filed with the Town Clerk.
The Planning Board shall obtain with each submission a
fee, in accordance with the fee schedule, to cover any
expenses connected with the public hearing and review of
plans.
A more detailed outline of application and site plan
review procedures, fees, and required site plan contents
are as specified in the Planning Board Rules and
Regulations and may be modified from time to time as
required.
D. Procedures for Site Plan Review
1. Planning Board shall send one copy of the plan to
relevant town boards, commissions, and departments
(agencies) within 5 days of receipt.
2. Relevant town agencies shall review the ~pplication
plan and must submit their written recommendations
and comments or approval to the Planning Board
within 35 Days of the receipt of the application by
the Planning Board. Failure to respond within 35
days shall be deemed to be lack of opposition.
3. Planning Board shall hold a public hearing and issue
a final decision within 75 days of receipt of
application. Notice of public hearing must be
published in a regular newspaper at least 7 days in
advance and notice must be sent to all abutters.
4. If the proposed development requires a special
permit, then the requirements of Massachusetts
General Laws, Chapter 40A, section 9 take precedence
over this section, and any required public hearing
for site plan review shall be held jointly with the
special permit pUblic hearing.
E. site Plan Review Criteria
The Planning Board shall review the site plan and
supporting data taking into consideration the reasonable
'fulfillment of the following objectives:
1. Integrates the development into the existing terrain
and surrounding landscape.
•
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2. Protects abutting proper'ties and community amenities.
3. Provides for building si.t.es , which to the extent
feasible, (a) minimize use of wetlands, stee~ slopes,
floodplains, hilltops; (b) minimize obstruct~on of
scenic views from publicly accessible locations;
(c) preserve unique natural or historical features;
(d) minimize tree, vegetation and soil removal and
grade changes; (e) maximize open space retention; and
(f) screen objectionable features from neighboring
properties and roadways.
4. Provides for the convenience and safety of vehicular
and pedestrian movement within the site and in
relationship to adjoining public ways and properties.
5. utilizes architectural styles compatible with the
character and scale of buildings in the neighborhood.
6. Provides for adequate water supply and waste disposal
systems. For structures to be served by on-site
waste disposal systems, the applicant shall submit a
system design prepared by a Commonwealth of
Massachusetts licensed sanitary engineer and approved
by the Board of Health.
7. Provides for adequate measures to ~revent pollution
of surface or ground water, to min~mize erosion and
sedimentation, and to prevent changes in ground water
levels, increased run-off and potential for flooding.
8. Mitigates adverse impacts on the town's services and
infrastructure.
9. Requires that electric, telephone, cable tv, and
other utilities be underground where physically and
environmentally feasible.
10. If the proposal requires a special permit, it must
conform to the special permit requirements as listed
in section 9 of this By-Law.
Before approval of a site plan, the Planning Board may
request the applicant to make modifications in the proposed
desi9n of the project to ensure that the above objectives are
fulf~lled.
F. Planning Board Decision
The Planning Board's decision shall consist of either:
1. A written approval of the proposed project.
2. A written denial of the application stating reason
for such denial; or
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3. A written approval subject to any conditions,
modifications, and restrictions as the Planning Board
may deem neceaeazy to satisfy this By-Law.
The Planning Board's decision shall be mailed to the
applicant and filed with the Town Clerk. A copy shall also
be sent to the Building commissioner.
G. Enforcement
1. The Building CommissionE~r shall not issue a permanent
Certificate of Occupancy permit until all work is
completed as approved by the appropriate agencies.
2. Site plan approval issued under this section shall
lapse at the end of one (1) year after approval if
work has not commenced, except where an extension of
time for good cause has been granted by the Planning
Board. '
H. Appeal Process
If ap~licant wishes to appeal the decision of the
Plann~ng Board, the procedures as outlined ip M.G.L.
Chapter 40A, section 8 must be followed, exce~t where a
site plan approval is issued in conjunction w~th a
special permit, wherein M.G.L. Chapter 40A, section 17
must be followed.
